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director's report 

II was in 1957 that the first modest allocation was made for what was 
then called the Study Collections for Art History and Archaeology, and 
the academic year 1982-83 has been observed as the Silver 
Anniversary of the Museum. In twenty-five yea rs of collecling, the 
Museum has acquired su bstantial holdings of Classical archaeology 
and Western art, as well as representative examples of most other 
artistic tradition s. On thi s anniversary, to recognize the singular role 
they played in building these wonderfully rich and varied collections, 
the ancient gallery of the museum was named the Saul and Gladys 
Weinberg Gallery. 

The present pattern of activities in the Museum has developed 
since the move to Pickard Hall in 1976. and the fuiliisl of exhibitions, 
around which many of the activities cen ter, is given below. In February 
and March, the second Columbia Collects exh ibilion was held, this 
time with oriental rugs borrowed from local collectors. Because of 
their success, these exhibitions have now become a tradition, and a 
third one is planned for late in 1983. In conjunction with the firs t 
alumni seminar weekend held in April by the University, which had as 
its theme contemporary China and Japan, an exh ibition of Chinese 
paintings and Japanese prints was organized which gave visitors to the 
Museum an opportunity to see very interesting kinds of modern art 
which are virtually unknown in the West. It was a special pleasure to 
recognize two very generous donors of many years, Mr. and Mrs. 
leland Hazard, with an exh ibition over the summer of works by 
Vasa rely, given by Mary C. Hazard in honor of her late husband. 

In the fall a retrospective was organized of the paintings of Fred 
Shane, Emeritus Professor of Art of the Universi ty, and a catalogue of 
the exhibition was published. The Arts Commission of the City of 
Columbia, the Missouri Cultura l Heri tage Center, Museum Associates 
and the Missouri Arts Council joined in providing financial assistance. 
Paintings by Shane owned by the State Historical Society of Missouri 
were mounted in their Gallery as part of the exh ibition, and their 
curator, Professor Sidney larson, worked with us throughout the 
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An inS/alla l ion view of 
/he " Edgehifl" Portrait 
of Thomas Jefferson 
painled on panel by 
Gilberr SWar/, olle of 
America's best-known 
porrrail painrers. 
Begun ill 1805, the 
" Edgehill" portrair, so
calfed after the family 
home of Jefferson 's 
grandson, Thomas 
Jefferson Randolph, is 
considered by many the 
official image of rhe 
Ihird presidenr of Ihe 
Unired Stares. Displayed 
with rhe portrait is a 
Card Table of about 
1800 in the style of 
Samuel Mcintire of 
Salem, Massachusetts. 
The lable was lent by 
the Nelson Gallery -
Atkins Museum, Kansas 
City. 

project. Also in the fa ll , the extraordinarily fine "Edgehill" portrai t of 
Thomas Jefferson by Gilbert Stuart was exhibited in the Museum. The 
purchase of the painting for the National Portrait Gallery and 
Monticello had been made poss ible by a gift from the Kemper 
Foundation in Kansas City, and the painting was exhibited at the 
Nelson Gallery there and in Columbia before going to its new 
permanent home in the East. 

There were other smaller exhibitions during the year, and, as is 
usual , special exhibitions organized for particular courses or special 
lectures. Drawing upon an especially strong area in our collections 
was the exhibition of personal ornament in the Ancient world, 
organized at the end of the year. A symposium on the same subject 
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brought archaeologists from around the country to the Museum, with 
support for both the exhibition and the symposium coming from the 
Archaeological Institute of America and the Missouri Committee for 
the Humani ties, the sta te-based arm of the National Endowment for 
the Humanities. The first symposium supported by the fund estab
lished in honor of Blake-More Godwin, a distinguished early graduate 
of the Department of Art History and Archaeology, was held in the fall 
on the theme, Responses to Ar!, 1300-1650. For that occasion, a 
special group of Renaissance prints and drawings was placed on 
exhibit. 

The special exh ibitions as well as the permanent collections are 
the subject of the regular series of Museum tours-the Wednesday 
lunch-time tours, Sunday drop-in tours, and monthly discovery 
tours-led by the sta ff, advanced students and faculty from the 
Department , and above all by our dedicated group of docents. There 
were 25,618 people served by the Museum in 1982, even more than 
the record-breaking attendance of the year before. Of these, 5,232 
came on 311 special group tours led by the docents, who also took 
outreach programs to 7,092 people in the mid-Missouri region. 

There were several special events organized by Museum Associ
ates to mark the Silver Anniversary. Super Saturday, an open house and 
workshop for children in the community, was so enthusiastically 
received when it was fi rst offered in September that it had to be 
repeated three more times during the year. For the traditional birthday 
party that Museum Assoc iates holds each November, Saul Weinberg 
talked about the past twenty-five years of collecting, sharing wonderful 
tales with a fascinated audience, and a very special gift was presented 
to the Museum by the Associates, a Renai ssance si lver plaque from 
Holland. Following the party, the Associates paid special tribute to the 
Weinbergs at a banquet in their honor. 

It would not be possible to sustain the level of activity in the 
Museum without the support of Museum Associates. Our warm thanks 
go to their president, Linda Cupp, and to the other officers and 
committee members who give such devoted and effective leadership. 
A suggestion of their service can be seen in the lists of their committees 
at the end of Ihis issue of Muse. These dedicated volunteers have given 
hundreds of hours to the Museum this year, to manage and staff the 
shop, to help direct and carry out the educational program and to 
organize the soc ial activities for special events. The funds Museum 
Associates earn through the shop and raise among the membership go 
to support a host of activities that otherwise could not be conducted, 
and this year a generous amount was reserved for their beautiful Si lver 
Anniversary gift to the permanent collections of the Museum. The 
Associa tes also arrange spec ial activities for their own members, such 
as lectures, tours and fi lm programs. 

The collections con tinued to grow at the same high rate as in 
recent years. In addition to the Museum Associates gift, a special Silver 
Anniversary grant from the University Development Fund Board made 
possible the acquisition of a stunning panel from a Roman marble 
sarcophagus. The Weinberg Fund, a source of growing significance for 
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A major acquisition in 
1981 was this 17th 
century paintin8, 
Mercury, Argus and 10 
in an ltalianatc 
Landscape, by three 
painters: Ian Hoth, 
Nikolaus Knupfcr and 
lall Weenix. 

our Ancient collections, made possible the purchase of a silver bowl, 
which also marked the Anniversary. The high level of gifts to the 
Museum and their importance to the growth of the collections can be 
appreciated in detail in the full li sting of acquisitions for 1981 which is 
given below. This high leve l continued in 1982 with one hundred 
fifty-four different groups of objects added to the collections, which 
wil l be reported in full in the next issue of Muse. 

The Museum staff, l isted at the end of thi s issue, are uniformly 
able and extraordinarily dedicated. In addition to their specific 
responsibilities, indicated by their respective titles, members of the 
staff are involved in various kinds of teaching: they supervise the worl< 
of students who come to the Museum as assistants or interns, lecture in 
the docent training program, offer guidance on papers and research 
projects based on objects from the co llections, and conduct formal 
courses. It shou ld be spec ially noted that David Butler received two 
highly competitive awards for further tra ining, one that took him to 
Africa for six weeks and another to the Field Museum in Chicago for a 
week. A major project that involved most of the staff was the 
preparation of the Illustrated Museum Handbook, A Guide to the 
Collections in the Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of 
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Missouri-Columbia, which was beautifully publi shed by the University 
of Missouri Press. This record of twenty-five years of collecting 
appeared in the fall, and joins those special additions to the collections 
as a permanent reminder of the Silver Anniversary. 

This Silver Anniversary issue of Muse has a slightly different 
format, and for the first time, in the preparation and composition of the 
text, extensive use has been made of the University's computing 
facilit ies, with excellent results. Along with articles about works from 
our collections, are reports of Missouri excavations. The Museum 
continues to support these excavations with financial help, and in 
1982 both John Huffstot and Jeffrey Wilcox from the staff participated 
in the Mirobriga project. The Advisory Commi ttee of the Museum, 
which previously cons isted of the faculty of the Department of Art 
History and Archaeology, has now been enlarged, in order to 
represent more fully the constituency of the Museum. The Committee 
has begun the importan t work of adopting written policies for 
collections and operation of the Museum. The Museum was reviewed 
for reaccreditation by the American Association of Museums in 1982. 
The official report has not yet been received, but we fully expect to 
receive reacc reditation. 

At the close of the 1982-83 academic year, I will give up the 
position of Di rector of the Museum. With its healthy growth, it has 
become clear that the Museum needs a full-time director. My 
appointment has been divided equally between the Museum and the 
Department of Art History and Archaeology, and much as J have 
enjoyed the privilege of serv ing as director, I have chosen to give that 
up so that I can return fully to my teaching and research. Ruth Witt, 
who has served so capably as assistant director during the years I have 
been director, and w ho has been with the Museum for ten years, will 
serve as director next academic year. During that year, a search wi ll be 
made for a new, full-time director. I will continue to serve the Museum 
as a member of its Advisory Committee, and as one of its most loyal 
and devoted friends. 

OSMUND OVERBY 

Difeclof 
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Among the loo/ls to 
otller museums dunng 
1982 was th is 
photograph cI iche
verrc, Transmutation 
# 6: Temptation of Saint 
Anthony, 1935 by 
Brassai". Gift of Mr. and 
Mrs. Marvin Small, ace. 
no. 75.13 /. 

loans out 1 982 

To the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, Missouri , a 
photograph/cliche-verre, by Brassa·" (Gyula Halasz), Temptalion of 
51. Anthony, for Repealed Exposure: Photographic Imagery in {he Prim 
Media , March 25-May 9. 

To the University Gallery, Memphis State University, a painting, 
Still Life with Flowers, after the style of Jan van Huysum, for Selected 
Paintings by Dutch " Litlle Masters, " April 22- May 3 I . 

To the Fine Arts Gallery, University of Missouri-Columbia, a 
painting, Meeting All Day and Dinner on the Ground, by Oaisy Cook, 
for Missouri Folk : Their Creative Images, October 3-29. 

To the Museum of Anthropology, Un iversity of Missouri 
Columbia, four African carvings on indefinite loan . 

To the Mauri ce Spertus Museum of Judaica, a pa inting, Potish 
Boy, by Amedeo Modigliani , and a watercolor, Non-Objective 
Composition, by Abraham Walkowitz , for The French Connection : 
Jewish Artists in Ihe School of Paris, October 25- December 31. 
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exhibitions 1982 

Columbia Collects: Oriental Rugs, February 14-March 28; rugs from 
local private collections, representing designs and types from Turkey, 
the Caucasus. Persia and Turkestan. 

Palestinian Ar!: Bronze and Iron Ages, beginning March 18; 
reinstallation in the Ancient Gal lery from the permanent collections. 

Modern Oriental Arl: Chinese Painfings and Japanese Prints, April 
4- May 2, organized in conjunction with the first annual Alumni 
Seminar Weekend. China and Japan in the 80s, held April 23-25. 

Victor Vasarely: Kinetic Visions, May II-August 29; the oil 
painting UlOK and a portfolio of serigraphs; gifts o f Mary C. Hazard 
in honor of Leland Hazard . 

Greek Terracottas. May-October; a specia l group of recently 
acquired rare figurines decorated with color. 

Fred Shane Paintings 1923-1979, September 14-0ctober 31; a 
retrospective exhibi tion of works of Fred Shane, Professor Emeritus of 
University of Missouri-Columbia. 

The "Edgehill" Portrait of Thomas Jefferson, by Gilbert Stuart, 
October 6-3 1; the only portrait painted by Stuart of Thomas Jefferson 
as president, 1805; together with an African mahogany card table 
dated ca. 1800. 

The Best of 5000 Years, October 9; twenty-three objects from the 
permanent collection s on display in Parkade Plaza Shopping Center, 
Columbia. 

Personal Ornament in the Ancient World, October 23-February 
27, 1983; organized for the symposium on personal ornament held 
October 23, which was supported by the Archaeological Institute of 
America and the Missouri Committee for the Humanities. 

Renaissance Prints and Drawings, November 9-January 7,1983; 
organized for the first Blake-More Godwin symposium, Responses to 
Art, 1300-1650, held on November 13. 
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lenders to exhibitions 

For Columbia Col/eers: Oriental Rugs 

K. and P. Crown, Russell Green, Jimmy Hourigan, Or. and Mrs. James 
N. Hueser, Melissa Williams and Tom McCormick, Nola Ruth and 
Martin Riback, Gladys and Saul Weinberg, four anonymous lenders. 

For Modern Oriental Art: Chinese Paintings and Japanese Prints 

J. Frederic Hanson. Helen Foresman Spencer Museum of Art, Mr. and 
Mrs. Raymond Jahn , Mr. and Mrs. Chu-tsing Li, The Nelson-Atkins 
Museum of Art, School of Journalism of the University of Missouri· 
Columbia, laurence Sickman, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Somers, Van Shen. 

For Fred Shane Paintings, 1923-1979 

Dr. and Mrs. Judson I. Chalkley, President Emeritus and Mrs. Elmer 
El li s, the lale Professor Emeritus C. Edmund Marshall, Dr. E(cell l. 
Miller, Mr. David Morton, Dorothy and Charles Mullett, Boyd and 
Vera O'Dell , Mr. and Mrs. A. Perry Philips, Mrs. Harold Riback, Mr. 
Marlin Riback, Scruggs-Vandervoorl-Barney Collection of the Univer
sity of Missouri-Columbia, Fred Shane, Dr. M. Eugene Windmiller. 

For "Edgehill" Portrait of Thomas Jefferson 

The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, the National Portrait Gallery of 
the Smithsonian Institution, the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Founda
tion. 
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acquisitions 1981 

South Asian Art 

Pakistan 

Stone: schist bust of Bodhisattva (Mailreya ?) (330) ' , Gandhara. ca 4th ' .; gift 
of Dr. Richard Nalin; schisl reliefs: visit of the Brahman ascetics to the Buddha 
(I), Gandhara, late 2nd c., gift of Mr. Alan D. Wolfe; standing figure with two 
attendants within trefoil arch (329), Gandhara, 2nd C., gift of Or. Richard 
Nalin; Prince Siddhartha prepares to leave the palace (4), 3rd or 4th c., gift of 
Mr. Eric Neff; schist lidded bowl with biconical body and four lug handles 
(331), Gandharan, gift of Dr. Richard Nalin. 

Two stucco heads depicting the Buddha (325,326). Gandhara, 4th or 5th 
c, and terracotta head of Buddha (328). ca. 5th C., all gift of Dr. Richard 
Nalin. 

Silver drachma with bust of Menander on obverse, Pallas on reverse 
(157), 160·145 B.C, from Bactria , gift of Dr. Herbert Cahn; bronze vessel with 
globular body, ringed handles, con ical lid and braided rope decoration 
around body and lid (327), Gandhara, Sift of Dr. Ri chard Nalin. 

'The numbers in parentheses are museum ac· 
cession numbers and normal ly are given in 
full, as 8 1.330. 
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Bronze vessel, 
Gandhara, (327). H. 
with lid 27 em. 

Gray schist bust of 
Bodhisallva, Gandhara, 
ca. 4<h c. (330). H. 
23.7 em. 



Burnished red-painted 
bowl with geometric 
decoration from 
Ana/alia, Hacilar I, 6th 
millennium H.C. (69). 
27.6 cm. longer 
dimension. 

Three tripod jars with 
lids (rom Analolia, 
Yonan, Early Bronze 
Age, ] 100-2700 Be. 
(lefl 10 righI, 59, 60, 
61). Height of tallest 
(61 ),11.5 em. 

Near and Middle Eastern Art 

Anatolia 

All the fol lowing objects were acquired by Weinberg Fund Purchase. 
Stone: seven pol ished hand tools (83, 85-87, 89-91), basalt chisel (881. 
obsidian chip (98), all probably Hacilar, ca . 5670-5000 B.C. Green ish black 
spindle whorl with incised rings (64)' Yortan, Early Bronze I-II , 3100-2700 
B.C. 

Terracotla: fragment of figuri ne with port ion of leg and buttocks (81), 
Hacilar VI. 5670-5600 B.C.; fragmen t of upper part of f igurine with burn ished 
brown sl ip (82), Hacilar VI (?). Spindle whorl with incised chevron pattern 
(63); polished black bead with incised design of concentric c i rcles (65); 
fragment of idol with rud imentary featu res and incised linear pa ttern on body 
(66), all Yortan, EB I-II , 3100-2700 S.c. Loomweight decorated with pattern of 
impressed squares (84). 
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Ceramics: lug handle in form of bear's head (79), Haci lar VI-V, 
5670-5 550 B.C.; burnished bowl w ith red-painted step des ign (70), Hacilar V, 
5600-5550 B.C.; red-burnished minia tu re bowl (73), Hacilar IV-I W, ca. 
5550-5000 B.C. Burnished bowl with red-painted diamond and chevron 
decoration (69); carinated squared bowl with burnished pa inted design of 
chevrons and concen tric , curl -decorated circles (7 1); burnished miniature 
bowl with red-painted horizontal bands (74); small burnished bowl with 
red-pain ted bands (75); large burn ished carinated bowl w ith lugs and vertica l 
chevron pattern in panels on sides and in triangles inside (76); burnished bowl 
with carinated sides and red-painted radiating zigzag decoration on exterior 
and interior (77); jar with carinated body, tall wide neck and red-painted 
design of chevrons and bands (72); large burnished jar with carinated body, 
wide neck and red-pain ted chevron design (78)i handle in shape of horse's 
head with red- and black-burnished surface, obsidian inlaid eyes (80); 
fragment of painted effigy vase with obsidian eyes (99), all Hacilar I, 
5250-5000 B.C. Ovoid jar wi th two vertica l handles (1 01 ), late Chalcol ithic, 
ca. 4300 B.C. Double-spouted jug w ith black-pol ished surface (57); three 
jars joined at shoulders, connected by single strap handle, decorated with 
incised white-fi lled designs (58); three black-polished lidded tripod jars with 
ovoid bodies, wide necks and white-filled incised decoration (59, 60, 6'); jar 
with domed lid and knob in form of bird (62)i tripod jug with horns and pellet 
decoration on globu lar blac k-po lished body (56), all Yortan , EB I-II , 
3100-2700 B.C. Red-s lipped globular jug with cut-away spout, handle 
attached at side and goat head at back (67); pale red ware tripod jug with tall 
CUI-away spout, two vertical strap handles {68l, both Yortan EB II , early 3rd 
millennium B.C. Cyl indrical vase w ith flared lip and double handles--"Depas 
Amphikypellon" (55), Yarlan, Troy II-V, ca. 2600-2100 B.C. Red-burnished 
lentoid flask with tall cut-away spout, vertica l handle (100), Hittite, ca. 
1500-1400 B.C. 

Bone: two spatulas (92, 93); three polished awls (95 , 96, 97), all Haci lar, 
5670-5000 6.C. Polished pin with lobed, pierced head (94), Hacilar III-II , 
5450-5250 B.C. 

Greek, Villanovan and Roman Art 

Greek 

TerraCOlla: pair of plaques w ith wel l-preserved polychrome pigment, each 
depict ing a soldier riding over fal len opponent (267.1 , .2), 4th c. B. C.; mask of 
Medusa with polychrome decoration (266), late 4th c. B.C.; two fi gurines of 
winged Erotes playing lyres, w ith preserved polychrome deta ils (153. 1, .2 ), 
3rd c. B.C. , all from South Italy, Weinberg Fund Purchase. Figurine of flying 
Eros with well-preserved pa inted decoration (2), from M yrina , ca. 200-130 
B.C., gift of the Student Fees Capi tal Improvements Committee. 

Glass: blue core-formed alabastron with whi te and yel low decoration 
(130)' 5th c. B.C.; blue core-formed alabastron with white decoration (131), 
Hellenistic, 2nd or 1 SI c. B.C.; seven beads (136-' 39, 142, 146, 147), 4th- l si 
c. B.C., al l from Anatolia , Weinberg Fund Purchase. 
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Blue, white and yellow 
core-formed glass 
a/abaSlron from 
Anatolia, 2nd-1st c. B.C. 
(131). H. 13.1 em. 
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Far Left: group of 
terracoltas, all from 
South Italy, with 
excellent preservation of 
painted features in 
white, black, lighl and 
dark red, light and dark 
blue, pink, purple, and 
yellow Top: two 
figurines of Eros playing 
the lyre, 3rd c. B,C. (left, 
15].1, righi, 15].21. H. 
1/53.2) 11.5 em. 
Middle: mask of 
Medusa, late 4th c. 8.C 
(2661. H. 15.2 em. 
Bottom : two plaques, 
each depicting a soldier 
riding over a fallen 
opponent, 4th c. 8.C 
(267.1 on left. and 
267.2 on righl) . H. 
(267.21 9.5 em. 

Terracorta figurine of 
flying Eros (,om Myrina 
with preserved 
decoration in light and 
dark pink, pink-cream, 
fight and dark red, 
yellow, blue, and traces 
of gilding. Hellenisfic. 
200·130 B.C. (2). H . 
25 COl. 



Bronze bell wilh 
embossed and incised 
decora tion, Vilfanov<ln, 
ca. 700 U.C (265). 
Maximum Dimension 
]9 cm. 

Faience : two turquoise vase-form pendan ts ( 132, 133); turquoise 
phallic-form pendant (134); deep green blue pendant in form of bunch of 
grapes (135); pale blue scarab (141), all 4th-1 st c. B.C., from Anatolia , 
Weinberg Fund Purchase. 

Stone: four polished beads, two of unknown stone (148, 149), one agate 
(T SOl , and one amber (1 52), from Anatolia , all Weinberg Fund Purchase. 

Coins: silver quarter-obol of Kolophon, Ionia (264), ca. 490-400 B.C. , 
and thirty-eight bronze coins of Kolophon (161-196, 270, 271), dating from 
369 O.c. to A.D. 268, all Weinberg Fund Purchase. 

Villanovan 

Bronze: belt with embossed and inc ised decoration of stylized birds and 
geometric designs (265), ca. 700 B.C. , gift of Mr. Bernard Sperling. 

Roman 

SlOne: fragment of a "Season Sarcophagus" with figure of youth personifying 
Autumn (lll ), ca. 200, gift of the Museum Assoc iates; rock crystal pendant in 
form of bird (151), from Analolia, Weinberg Fund Purchase. 

TerraCOlla: oinochoe in form of negro head (274), 2nd or 3rd c. m, gift of 
Andrew and Maeve Gyenes. 

Class: all the following are Weinberg Fund Purchase. Free-blown vessels: 
lall pale green unguenlarium (118); pale yellowish brown one-handled ribbed 
jug (120), 1st or 2nd c.; greenish blue tall conica l jug with horizontal 
scratched grooves and triple handle (121), late 1st or early 2nd c.; pale 
greenish blue four-sided jug w ith one handle (122), very pale yel low tall flask 
(127), green flask with cylindrica l neck, pear-shaped body (128), pale green 
fld, k with LylimJriL(l1 fll;!ck , cunica l body (129), all 1st or 2nd c.; pale green 
fla sk with cylindrical neck and globular body (126), 1st or 2nd c. (?); tall pale 
ye llow flask with long cy lindrical neck, conical body with four indentations 
(125)' 2nd c.; light green unguentarium with triangular body (11 7), greenish 
blue cup with cut-out base (T 1 4), both 2nd c. (?); light greenish blue five-sided 
flask (1 15), 2nd or 3rd c. (?); colorless dropper with cylindrical neck, globular 
body and short conical spout at middle of body (113), pale yel lowish green 
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flask with globular body decorated w ith small projections (123). tall , pale 
greenish blue flask with indentation around body (124), all 2nd or 3rd c. (?); 
pale green one-handled jug with globular body (119). 3rd or 4th c.; deep 
green flask with globular body (1 16). 4th c. (?). Three glass beads (1 43- 145), 
l SI or 2nd c. (?I, all from Anatolia. 

Coins: sixty-seven bronze co ins (197-263), dJling from time of HJdrian, 
118-138, 10 Honorius, 395-408, all Weinberg fund Purchase. 
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Fragment of a "Season 
Sarcophagus" with a 
youth as the 
personification of 
Autumn, Roman, ca. 
200 (111). H. 42 em. 



Summer, by Hugh 
BO/Wn lones, Amer;can, 
1848-1927 ( 154). 
6 1 x 9 1.5 cm. 

European and American Art 

Paintings 

Jan Dirksz. Both, DUlCh, ca. 1618·1652; ikolaus KnOpfer, German, ca. 
1603-1655; Jan Baptist Wecnix, Dutch, 1621- 1663, Mercl/ry, Argus and 10 
;n an Italianale Landscape, ca. 1650 (48), oil on panel (59.6 x 83 .8 em.). 

Jan De Ruth, American, b. Czechoslovakia, 1922, Duo. ca. 1963/64 (269). oil 
on canvas (7 1.3 x 9 1.8 cm.), gift of Mr. Frederick Altman. 

Hugh Bolton Jones, American, -1848·1927, Summer, ca . 1890 (154), oi l on 
canvas, (61 x 9 1.5 cm.), gift of Mr. and Mrs. George Schriever. 

Caroline C. Pickard, American, 1896· 1978, Mexican Homes (3), oil on 
canvas board (30 x 39.5 cm.l. gi ft of Mrs. Frank B. Rollins. 

Frederi ck Oakes Sylvester, American, 1869·191 5, Mississippi River, loading, 
1897 (1551, oil on ca nvas 130.8 x 45.7 em.), gift of Mr. and Mrs. George 
Schriever. 

Vic tor Vasarely, French, b . Hungary, 1908, Uzok, 1952 (54), oil on canvas 
(130 x 89 cm.), gift of M ary C. Hazard in honor of Le land Hazard, 
1893-1980. 
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Miss issippi River 
Landing, by Frederick 
Oakes Sylvester, 
American, 1869-1915 
(155).30.8 x 451 em. 

Uzok, by Victor 
Vasarely, I-/(lngarian, b. 
1908 (54). 1.3 x .89 m. 
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Barges at Riverfront, 
S!. Louis, by Charles 
A. Morgemha/cr. 
American, 1893- 1980 
(46).25 x 34.8 em. 

• 

.:. J 

Drawings 

Charles A. Morgenthaler, American, 1893-1980, Peace and Plenly, 1928 
(43 ); Riverboat Race be/ween the Robert E. Lee and the Na tchez (44); 
Fomc55 Marienberg, WUfzburg. Germany, October 11, 1946 (45); Barges 
al Rivcdrom, Sf. Louis, 193 1 (46); Ozark Homestead, 1933 (47), all penci l 
on paper, gift of the Columbia Art league in memory of Charles A. 
Morgenthaler. 

Graphics 

Thomas Hart Benton, American, 1889- 1975. Planting. 1939 (38). lithograph, 
gift of Mr. and Mrs. D . A. Ross. 

William Bl .. kc, British , 1757- 1827 , Job 's Evil Dreams, 1825 (49l. plate 11 
from //lustra/ions of the Book of Job, engraving. 

lohn Steuart Curry, American , 1897-1946, Summer Afternoon, 1939 (39), 
lithogrJph, gift of Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Ross. 

Ian Dibbets, Dutch, b. 194 t . whitelwhitc-bluelbluo, 1973 150.2), collotype! 
silkscreen , from the portfolio, Landscapes, 1975. 

Churchill Ellinger, Ameri can, b. 1903, Black Duck Blind, 1943 (40), etching, 
gift of Mr. and Mrs. D. A . Ross. 
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Richard Hamilton, British , b. 1922, Sunrise, 1974 (50.3), five-color 
collotype, from the portfolio, Landscapes, 1975. 

Christo Javacheff (Christo), American, b. Bulgaria, 1935, Wrapped (oas/
Lillie Bay, AuslrJ/ia, 1969, (50 . 1). seven·color col lotype/si lkscreen, from 
the portfolio, Landscapes, 1975. 

luigi lucion i, American, b. Italy 1900, Vermonl P<lstoral, 1940 (4 t I, etching, 
gift of Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Ross. 

Dennis Oppenheim, American, b. t 938, Male, Whitewater Wisconsin USA, 
1970, 1975 (50.4), five-color collotype, from the portfolio, Landscapes, 
1975. 

George Warren Rickey, American, b. 1907, untitled, 1973 (52), lithograph. 
Mark di Suvero, American, b. 1933 , For Rifke. 1976 (5 1), lithograph. 
Gunther Uecker, German, b. 1930, untitled, '971 (53), relief print. 
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For Rilke, by Mark di 
Suvero, Ame:;can, b. 
1933 (5 11. IZZ x .809 m. 



La M ajorite du Roy 
Louis XIII , from the 
Medici Cycle, engraved 
by Antoine Trouvain 
after the painting by 
Peeer Paul Rubens, '8th 
c. (268.22). 54.1 x 
36.2 em. 

Victor Vasarely, portfolio of twelve serigraphs, 1959 (332), Editions Deni se 
Rene, Pari s, entitled Vega, Cass ;opee, Gotha, Oeta, Ixion, Altai, Umbriel, 
Bora, Betelgeuse, Procion, Markab, Keiho and introduction by artist "en 
hommage a Alexandre Dauvil licr," gift of Mrs. Mary C. Hazard in honor of 
Leland Hazard, 1893-1980. 

The fol lowing engravings are the gift of Donald S. Dawson in memory of his 
wife, Ilona Massey Dawson. La Cafferie du Pa/ais du Luxembourg pe;nte par 
Rubens, a sel of twenty-seven engravings (268. 1-.27), first drawn by J. M. and 
J. B. Natt ier (1704) after the monumental series painted by Peter Paul Rubens, 
The Life of Marie de'Medici (162S), then engraved by the fol lowing artists: 
Claude-Auguste Bcrey, Gaspard Duchange, Jean Audran, Benoi t Audran I, 
Bernard Picard, Antoine Trouvain, Alexis Lair, Charles Simonneau, ludWig de 
Chastil lon, Gerard Edelinck, Cornelis Vermeulen and Jean-Baptiste Masse. 
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All the following graphics, the gift of Or. and Mrs. Christopher A, Graf, 
published <It the Lakeside Studio, Lakeside, Michigan, <Ire the work of 
contemporary American artists, except where noted. 

Sigmund Abeles, b. 1934, Space Issue NO.3, Northwood, 1978 (277), 
etching. 

Garo Z. Antreasian, b. 1922, f ive untitled embossed co lor lithographs, 1979, 
1980 (27B-282). 

Isolde Baumgart, Ember days, 1980 (283). four-color etching. 
Richard Black, b. 1932, August Song One, 1980 (284); August Song Two, 

1980 (285); August Song Three, 1980 (286); Weaver's Blue Dream, 1980 
(289)' all color lithographs. September Song, 1980 (287); October Song, 
1980 (288). both four-color etchings. 

Harvey Breverman, b. 1934, Paul, 1980 (290); Mike, 1980 (291 ); Sinclair, 
1980 (292); S. P., 1980 (293). all color I;thographs. 

Ed Hogan, b. 1937, Blue Quartet, 1980 (294); Chit/in Supper, 1980 12951; 
Reclining Nude, 1980 (296); Silling Nude, 1980 (297), all color lithographs. 

B. Ray Kerciu, b. 1933, Polka Dots and Moon Beams, 1980 (298), color 
lithograph. 

J;m McCormd, b. 1936, WC:EI, 1980 (299); WC:lnside-Out, 1980 (300); 
WC:Wayout, 1980 (301), all color lithographs. 

Jim Monson, b. 1943, Totem, 1980 (302), four-color etching. 
Gay Rogers, Canadian, b. 1942, Frog Study, 1980 (303); Maling Frogs, 1980 

(304); Portrait of Duncan, 1980 (305); Silting Frogs, 1980 (306); 5plJsher, 
1980 (307); Toe Toucher, 1980 (308)' all color lithographs. 

Carl Schwartz, b. 1935, six color li thographs (309-314), ent itled Shrimp Fleet 
I-VI, respectively, dated 1980. 

Adri an Van Suchtelen, b. 1941, Daybreak, 1980 (3 15), etching. Perfume 
Delighl, 1981 (317), mezzotint. Indian Summer, 1980 (3 16). color 
I;thogroph. "K," 1980 (3 18); Stillile, 1980 (3 19); Unleashed, 1980 (320). all 
lithographs. 

Robert Weaver, n. 1935, Nudes, 1980 (321); Nude on a Couch, 1980 (322), 
both lithographs. Nude on a Pool Table, 1980 (323); Standing Nude, 1980 
(324), both three-color l ithographs. 
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Splasher, by Gay 
Rogers, Canadian, b. 
1942 (J07). 33.3 x 38 .1 
cm. 



Photo· Transformation 
5/28/76, by lucas 
Sdmaras, Amcric~ln, b. 
Creece, 1936 (159) 7.7 
x 7.7 em. 

Photographs 

Steven Cromwell , Ameri can, b. 194), untitled , 1980 (112), altered and 
layered orlho fi lm, gift of the Arts Jnd Science Student Government. 

Lucas Samaras, American , b . Greece 1936, Photo·Tr<1nsformalion, 5128176, 
1976 (159)' color Po laroid (SX-701. gift of Prof. and Mrs. Gwilym S. 
l odwick. 

Tapestry 

Joy Rushfelt, American, Fores/, 19B 1 (156), woven wool relief tapestry (237 K 

284 cm.), gift of Mr. Neal Matticks, Mrs. Betty Proctor, Mrs. Helen Solter, 
Prof. and Mrs. Chester Starr and the Midwest Weavers Association. 
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Oceanic Art 

Wood: all the following objects from the New Guinea area are the gift of Mr. 
George H. Dougherty. Canoe prow, carved with a crocodi le swallowing a 
human being, with traces of black and white pigment (102). Gagidala 
Islands; shield with vertica l rib and incised decoration (103), Upper Fly River; 
suspension hook in form of standing male with elonga ted features and 
scarification (104), Murik Lakes or Sepik River; sago tray with crocodile head 
handle (lOS). Sepik River; steering paddle with handle terminating in animal 
head (106), Murik Lakes o r West Sepik River; bamboo spear thrower with 
attachment in form of bird's beak (107), Sepik River; ceremonial drum with 
pol)'chrome decoration (108), Star Mountains; bioma plank figure with 
polychrome decoration, in laid shell eyes, fiber and shell ornament (109), Era 
River; ceremonial staff with beaklike (aces at its head (110), Vulcan Island. 

2S 

Far Left: painted 
wooden ceremonial 
drum from the Star 
Mountain region of 
New Guinea, f 9th or 
20th c. ( 108). L. 1.11 m. 
Near Left: wooden 
polyc/uomed Sioma 
figure from the Era 
River region of New 
Guinea, 19th or 20th c. 
(109). H. 1.7 m . 
Below: bamboo spear 
thrower with bird-like 
attachment from the 
Sepik River region of 
New Guinea, /91h or 
20lh c. (107), L. 87 em. 



Two eccentric flint5 
(rom the Pcten, 
Guaremala, Mayan. Late 
O",,;c, 600-900 (272, 
left; 273). Shown rhree
quarters actual size. 

Central and South American Art 

Guatemala 

Two eccentric flints (272, 273), Mayan, Lale Classic, 600-900, gift of Andrew 
and M aeve Gyenes. 

M exico 

Green stone carving in the form of crouch ing man (276), Olmec (?I, ca. 
1150-550 B.C., gift of Andrew and Maeve Gyenes. 

Peru 

Polychrome painted tex tile with serpent design (275), Huari (?), ca. 700, gift of 
Andrew and Maeve Gyenes. 
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Far Eastern Art 

China 

Painting; all the following pa in tings by Ran In-ling, born Taiwan, 1902, are 
the gift of Margaret Carney long and Howard Rusk long in memory of the 
Boone County long fam il y. Landscape with Bamboo, 1958 (5); Dragon 
Dance, 1958 (6); Dragon Dance, 1958 (7); ViI/age in the Bamboo Forest, 1958 
(19); Markel Day, 1956 (20) ; Amid a Bamboo Forest, 1959 (2 1); Rural Town, 
1958 (2 2) ; Village Oil a Stream, 1958 (23); Marketplace, 1958 (24); Markel. 
1958 (25); Beside Temple Wall, a Good Markel Place, 1959 (26); Bus Slop, 
1959127); Rice Paddy, 1959(28); Mool1~Gale in Ihe O ld Garden, 1958 129); 
Rice Paddy on Mountain Slope, 1959 (30), ali wa tercolor on paper. Temple 
Scene (8); Two Pagodas (9); Landscape with COllage (10); Village Scene (1l); 
At the Market (12); Bridge over the Ravine (13); Side GalC' (14); COllage in the 
Mountains (15); Going to Marker (16); Marketing in Summer (17); Mountain 
ViI/aBC (18), all ink on paper. 

Textiles: Beige silk shawl wilh nelled, balled fringe, embroidered in 
all-over multicolor floral pattern (42); fringed ivory silk shawl with ivory 
embroidered floral pattern and matching fan (158), bolh late 19th/early 20th 
C., made for export to the Philippines or Spain, both the gift of Mrs. Irene 
Taylor. 
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Moon-Gate in the Old 
Garden, by Ran In-ring, 
Chinese, b. TaiwJIl, 
1902 (29). 34.2 x S ' Clll. 



Color woodblock prim 
by Ulagawa Kunisada, 
Japanese, J 786- J 864 
(3 Ii. 36.4 x 25.7 em. 

Japan 

Woodblock prints: Utagawa Kunisada, 1786-1864, scene of woman on 
horseback (31); Ando Hiroshige, 1797-1858, Sunsel al Sela (32), from a 
miniature series of the Eight Views of Om;, ca. 1857; four early 20th c. 
reproduct ions (33-36) of Hiroshige prints; one early 20th c. reproduction (37) 
of print by Hokusai, 1760-1849, and one reproduction (160) by Chosun 
Miyakawa, all the gift of Margaret Carney l ong and Howard Rusk long in 
memory of the Boone County long family. 
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Excavations At Mirobriga, 
The 1 982 Season 

Excavations at Mirobriga in 1982 continued the work begun in the 
1981 pilot season at thi s great Roman ci ty site in southern Portugal (see 
Muse 15, 1981). Excavat ions were carried out at the top of the hill and 
on its south slope, where Professor Soren sought evidence for the 
Roman occupation of Mirobriga and found not only that, but also 
surprising information concerning the pre-Roman Iron Age occupation 
on the si te. Deta iled study and test excavations at the Roman Baths 
were undertaken by William and Jane Biers. and Roman houses were 
excavated by Professor Jose Caeiro of the Univers ity of Evora, the 
representative of the Portuguese Archaeological Service of the 
Southern Zone. 

The t982 staff at Mirobriga consisted of: David Soren (Univers ity 
of Arizona). Director, june 3-july 9; William R. Biers (University of 
Missouri-Columbia). Director, July 9- August 8; jane Biers (UMC), 
Field Supervisor; John Huffstot (UMC). and David McCormick 
(University of Mary land), Architects; jeff Wilcox (UMC), Photogra
pher; Shelby Brown (Indiana University). Draftsperson; lucinda Neuru 
(University of Ca lgary). Pottery Consultant; Margaret Craft (Winterthur 
Museum), Chief Conservator; M arian Kaminitz , Jane Carpenter, l aurie 
Booth (Winterthur Museum), Conservators; Amy Mechlin , Guy 
Sanders, jan Sanders, Jim Rehard (UMC). Archaeologists. A number of 
volunteers also partic ipated : Michael Eller (UMC); John l ange 
(University of Hul l); Joseph and Grace Wavra. We were also joined by 
the following students from the Free University at lisbon , who gave 
freely of their time and worked very hard. It is a pleasure to thank 
Amelia Maria Bapti sta Canilho, Maria Da luz Velloso Da Costa, 
Maria Ana Oa Fontoura Canelha s, Inez Vaz Pinto, M aria Joao Avao 
Serra and Maria Paula Da Conceicao Coelho Pote. 

The 1982 season was supported by numerous gifts and grants. We 
particularly want to thank the fo llowing for their support of the 
Mirobriga Project in 1982: the National Geographic Society; the 
Research Council , and the Museum of Art and Archaeology of the 
University of Missouri -Columbia; the Crosby Kemper Foundation; the 
Fulbright Commission and the luso-American Educational Foundation 
(for the award of a senior Research Fellowship to Professor Biers for the 
project); Mr. and Mrs. Will iam Byler, and other fr iends. 

The following pages present brief reports for each of the areas 
excavated in 1982, written by the directors of each area. 

WB 
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I. Tile Roman iJalhs 
from the easf. 

The Bath Complex 

The Roman Baths at Mirobriga lie at the foot of the acropolis to the 
southwest in a natura l hollow that acts as a funnel for the rain runoff 
from the upper slopes (Fig. 1 I. Such a placement provided plenty of 
water for bathing purposes, but it also made the architects take 
particular pains to protect the buildings from being washed away. One 
of the most interesting features of the Baths is this provision for 
water-and for its evacuation from the si le. 

The Baths consist of two distinct buildings, designated by the 
team as the West and East Baths (Fig. 21. The object of continual 
investigations since ea rly times-the West Bath particularly- they 
had been largely cleared in the 1920s, then were partially restored 
thirty or so years later by Dr. Fernando de Almeida. De Almeida 
apparently cleared most of the East Baths, but his early death 
precluded publication , and little of his work in thi s area is known. I 
Probably one of the most well -preserved Roman publi c monuments in 
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Portugal, the Baths have progressively disappeared in recent years 
under luxuriant vegetation. Our first project was to free the standing 
remains for study. Once thi s was accomplished, a program of study 
and test excavations was initiated with the goal of delineating the 
history of the installat ion and of understanding its function and place 
in the architectural history of the site. The 1982 season served as a 
beginning to this program. 

The first complete ground plan of the bath comptex was produced 
in 1982 (Fig. 2). Study and cleaning were concentrated in the West 
Baths, but some preliminary work was undertaken in the East Baths. As 
can be seen from the plan, the West Bath building is in the form of a 
rectangular block, opening on the short end from a paved area, which 
is the termination of a Roman road that approached the area from 
above. Two free-standing columns, without capita ls, originally framed 
the entrance to the building and an applied half co lumn with a 
well-preserved Corinthian capi tal stood against the northwest wall of 
the entrance. These architectural members were taken up the hill by 
previous investigators and now serve in the reconstruction of the 
principal Roman temple on the summit of the acropolis. :? 

The West Baths consist of eight rooms extending from the 
entrance and east court towards the southwest. A large room (no. 1 on 
the plan, Fig. 2) with two smaller rooms adjoining it on the southeast 
and north (nos. 2 and 3) may have been the original nucleus of the 
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2. Simplified plan of 
the Roman 8(Jlhs -
plan by D. McCormick! 
J. Huffs/of. 
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J. Wcst Baths, 
Northwesl Courtyard 
(rom Ihe northwest: 
Rooms 6 and 7 beyond. 

building, for its construction technique of ashlar blocks wi th drafted 
margins is not paralleled elsewhere in the building; prel iminary tests in 
Room 2 brought to l ight sherds from the first century A.D. under its 
floor.3 Room 4 with a smal l square pool in its curved end and a larger 
one opposite appears to have no fi tt ings for heating and would thus 
correspond to the Irigidarium (cold room) of the typica l Roman bath . 
This would make the complex to the northeast, towards the entrance, 
presumably function , at least part ia lly, as reception and changing 
rooms. The hot rooms of the Baths, Rooms 5, 6, 7, and 11, were 
heated by hypocausts serviced Irom an area at the south corner of the 
building. Rooms 6 and 7 had w indows in their apses that faced out 
onto a courtyard (Fig. 3), where we found a well-preserved concrete 
floor extending trom the wa ll s 01 the bath build ing to a large retaining 
wa ll to the northwest. This wa ll served in antiquity, as it does today, to 
keep the hillside from burying the area. As can be seen in the photo, 
the wall s of the building were ca refully protected from the harmful 
action of rainwater by the prov ision of a rai sed " bumper" masking the 
jo int between the outside floor and build ing's wa lls. These " bumpers" 
are made of coarse Roman mortar and can be found in many places in 
the bath. A service entrance into a major southwest to northeast water 
channel was also found in the stretch of courtyard (Fig. 3). The 
ca refull y constructed rectangular opening leads into a stone built 
channel w ith tiled floor, w hich no doubt di verted ru noff around the 
building as well as acting as a drain for water from the pools in Rooms 
4 and 6.4 

Tests were undertaken at the south corner of the West Baths in the 
service area. Here ash accumulation and more drains were uncovered 
(Fig. 4). From this area several large, wood burning furnaces provided 
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the hot air that circulated under the floors of Rooms 5, 6, 7 and 11. 
The floors were supported on solid brick masonry arches, and an 
interesting construction technique was utilized to avoid the cold spots 
that would develop if the mass of masonry arches was inserted 
between the hot circulating air and the underside of the relatively thin 
floor. The Roman builders placed long, semicircu lar tiles concave side 
down at right angles to the piers and passing over them, thus providing 
a flow of hot air to warm the who le lower surface of the floor, even 
over the piers (Fig. 5)5 

The East Baths (F ig. 2) are at a slightly lower level than the West 
Baths and the paved entrance court. Steps lead down into a portico 
bounding a courtyard on its northwest and southwest sides. The East 
Baths are entered from this portico by a doorway at the northwest end 
of Room 12, a long narrow room w ith benches along the walls which 
must have served as an apodylerium (changing room) . A round room, 
Room 8, opens off the northwest end of Room 12. Its walls do not 
bond with the northwest wall of Room 12, and it is probably earlier 
than the East Baths; its function has not yet been determined. At the 
southeast end of Room 12 a doorway opens into a small square 
frigidarium, Room 13, beyond which to the southwest lie the heated 
rooms of the East Baths, Rooms 15, 16 and 1 7. These rooms were 
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4. WeSI Balhs, Service 
Area (rom the 
southwest, entrance to 
hypocausl of Room II 
in the background. 



5. West Baths, Room 6, 
detail of floor 
construction . 

6 . East Baths, 
destruction fevef in 
Room 14 from the 
southwest. 

serviced from a large area with remains of a furnace at the Southeast 
side of the building. Room 10 which lies outside the Baths and was 
entered from the portico was identified by Dr. de Almeida as a latrine' 

Study and cleaning in the East Baths have only begun but already 
there are some interesting results. A test trench, 2.0 x 2.0 m., was 
excavated in the west corner of Room 14, which opens off Room 13. 
Destruction debris of brick and ti le fragments and stones from the 
collapsed wa lls and roof was cleared down to just below the level of 

-
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the floor in the adjacent Room 13. Floor level for Room 14 had not 
been reached at the end of the season, and the fill appears to continue 
down. Probably this area will turn out to be a cold pool or plunge 
opening off Room 13, the frigidarium of the East Baths. A water 
channel cuts through the south spur wall between Rooms 13 and t 4 
and continues along the face of the southwest wa ll of Room 14 into 
undug fill. At the end of the season an interesting fa ll of bricks and tiles 
had been reached (Fig. 6). Two rows of bricks or tiles (0.46 x 0.13 x 
0.02 m.) had fallen flat in two rows, and on top and between them lay 
a row of bricks (0.24 x 0.24 x 0.02 m. ), still bonded with mortar. In 
1983 a larger trench wil l be opened here to uncover and el ucidate 
what may turn out to be brick ribs and tile from the roof. 

Preliminary cleaning and study in the previously excavated parts 
of the East Baths have already yie lded information about the probable 
sequence of constructi on. Origina l ly the Baths may have been smaller 
and consisted of the fr igidari um (Room 13) and two heated rooms (15 
and 17). Traces of the original northwest walls of these two rooms still 
ex ist wi thin the hypocausts. At a later time Room 15 was extended to 
the northwest and Room 16 was added; both these rooms had apsidal 
pools at thei r northwest ends, and Room 15 was lighted by a w indow 
in the apse; the evidence for windows for Room 16 is not preserved, 
although it too was probably served by windows. 

The 1983 season in the Roman Baths will concentrate on further 
cleaning in the East Baths, test excavations and detailed study of the 
whole complex. Thus, one of the major Roman monuments of 
PortugJ I is being rescued from the obscurity into which it has fallen. 

WILLIAM R. BIERS 
lANE C. BIERS 

University of Missouri-Columbi'l 

'}oao Cru z e Silva, "Aponramentos e consideraC;6es s6bre as pesquisas 
arqueo/6gicas realizadas desde 1922 nos conce/has de S. Tiago-de-C.1cem. Sines e 
Odemira," Arquivo de Beia 2 (1945) 29 1-99 and continued in volume 3 (1946) 
336·51; F. de Almeida, Rtiinas de Mir6briga dos Ce/ficos (Edicao da junta distrital 
de Setubal, 1964) 33 ·38, particularly 34, fig. 11 . 

2See Muse 15 (1981 ) 33, fig. 15. For the columns and capital in their original JXIsition, 
see J. Alarcao, "On the Westernmost Road of the Roman Empire," ArchiJeo/ogy 20 
119671 176. 

Jl ocus 002-005, Tetra Sigillala Halica, I st century A.O.; local (Alentejo) pink and white 
coarse ware, 1st century A.D. 

4A similar water conduit has been traced that enters the area from the southwest and 
passes around the southwest corner of the West Bath~, (lu ~hing iI latrine (Room 9) on 
its way before turning southeast, possibly flushing another latrine (Room 10) before 
flowing down the valley and beneath the Roman bridge that delimits the site on the 
southeast. 

~The S<lme method of floor construction for hot rooms is known elsewhere in Portugal. 
The nearest parallel . unfortunately nol closely dated, is at Pi s6es, near Beja; 
Fernando Nunes Ribeiro, A Villa Romana d(' Pis6es, (Beja 1972) 13 and fjg. 7. 

(,Oe Almeida, Rtiinas, fig. 11 . 
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1. Simplified plan or 
the Forum Area - plan 
b y / . Hu((stol. 
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The Forum Area 

The 1982 excavations in the Roman forum area of Mirobriga 
confirmed severa l hypotheses formulated in the 1981 campaign and 
also produced some exciting di scoveries belonging to the Portuguese 
Iron Age, which may have lasted in this region from the fifth century 
B.C. to the first century A.D.

I 

The forum area, situated on the hill known as Castelo Velho, was 
described in Muse 15 (p . 331, and a date around the middle of the first 
century A. D. was suggested for the main temple, forum and large South 
Building which dominate the slope of the hill (Fig. 1). POllery 
excavated from beneath the foundations for pav ing slabs In the south 
corner of the forum and from beneath street paving slabs in front of the 
South Building dated to the time of the emperor Claudius or Nero. 2 

Thus the major monumental buildings of the forum area appear to 
have been installed at one time. They follow a northwest to southeast 
orientation and are linked by their constructional technique which 
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often includes the rough, unfinished and rusticated ashlar blocks 
typical for th is period throughout the Roman world . O nly cosmetic 
changes were observed fol lowing this initial period of building: a 
repaving of the forum and a raising of the level of the southeast 
peristyle, the filling in and dismantling of a drain wh ich ran along the 
southeast wall of the forum . The date of th is did not precede the later 
first century. Nowhere do the remains confirm the third or fou rth 
century A.D. date of construction for the area proposed by Dr. 
Fernando de Almeida, the previous excavator. 3 

The South Building may be a market complex. 4 It dominates the 
major intersection at the base of the hill (F ig. 2) and it is d ifficult for an 
American to view it without being reminded of a multi-level shopping 
mall on a small scale. It takes up almost all of the view as one walks up 
from the bath buildings in the va lley below. It was in fact originally at 
least two stories hi gh and some thirty-one meters long, built of long 
rubble wal ls running northwest to southeast and using concrete 
foundations to support at least some of the upper level floors.5 

The entire fa~ade was faced wi th ash lar blocks (F ig. 3). Some 
rusticat ion was used at the corners and on a cut stone archway which 
fell from the structure. b The fac;ade was designed to open into a seri es 
of evenly spaced large shops or stalls and the com plex para llels closely 
a smaller market ident ified by Dr. Carlos Tavares da Sil va at nearby 
Armazems, also mid first century in dale. 

Across the street from the market was another important building 
with an apparently porticoed entrance to the street and leading to a 
centra l court surrounded by rooms. Partially excavated by Dr. de 
Almeida and tentati vely identified as a shop last season, the complex 
may be a taverna (the south part of it has fallen down the hill ). This 
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2. Artist's rendering of 
the South Building by 
Chloe MacMillan. View 
from the southwest. 



3. Dctail of the fa c;ade 
of the South Huilding 
seen from the 
southwest. Note the 
foundations of the 
staircase leading up to 
the Forum Level. 

identification may be suggested because of its central location and its 
pleasant wall paintings, no traces of wh ich existed in the market. 

After initial excavation, the seven preserved walls of fresco 
painting had been left since 1963 in an insufficient state of protection 
under corrugated tin roofing. In order to save them, an emergency 
rescue team was formed by Margaret Craft of the Department of 
Conservation of the Winterthur Mu seum.7 The frescoes were found to 
have been painted on original walls and there was no evidence of any 
earlier painting underneath them. The house may belong to the 
original complex of buildings and the few scraps of pottery found 
under its floors also suggest this. Thus we may have a rare example of 
the Portuguese version of the Pompeian Third Style in wall decoration 
(Fig. 4).8 

Dr. de Almeida believed that the Castelo Velho was also the site 
of a pre-Roman sett lement and this hypothesis was confirmed by Dr. 
Tavares da Si lva and Joaquina Soares who have studied the unstratified 
ceramics from the site and identified a settlement of the Second 
Portuguese Iron Age perhaps beginning in the fifth or fourth century 
B.C. 9 Excavation in 1982 reached levels associated with the pre-Roman 
occupation on the hill. 

East of the South Building and under the Roman paved street of 
the mid first century was found a living surface of bone, pottery and 
much ash. A sma ll rubble wa ll associated with this material was found 
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allhe eastern limit of the taverna and under the street paving of the 
Roman period. The pottery was dated by Tavares da Silva and Soares 
to circa 300 S.c. while the bones from the deposit were analyzed by 
David Reese and included burned and unburned material , some of 
which had been butchered. 10 Evidence for pig, sheep or goat, callie 
and rabbit was noted along with a few fish bones and shell s including 
varieties of oyster, limpet and possibly clam. Seed analysis has not yet 
been completed. 

The most exciting discovery of the season occurred on the top of 
the hill (Figs. 5 and 6). There the main Roman temple of the mid first 
century cuts through a wall running along the northern perimeter of 
the hilltop. Unlike the Roman walls with their large limestone, 
rough-faced boulders in heavy mortar, this wall has only a mortar of 
earth and a high concentration of mostly flat schist courses some ten 
cen timeters in height. The wall is carefully made, especially to the 
immediate west of the temple and it apparently conti nued east of the 
temple where severa l sim ilar walls along a si milar orientation appear 
beneath the Roman level. 

Bonded into the wall west of the temple is a structure of megaron 
shape which was cleaned and partly excavated in 1982. Excavation 
against the circuit wall inside the structure at the northeast corner 
produced a surface layer of at least the mid first century A.D. under 
which Iron Age material began to appear. An earth floor was reached 
under which two sma ll bowls had been set upside down (Fig. 7). One 
of them contained about forty sma ll animal bones belonging to a single 
bird, possibly a Rock dove. ' , The bowls each had a small hole in the 
base but whether or not thi s was intentionally cut or resulted from the 
breaking of the bowl over time due to soil pressure could not be 
determined. Such an apparently votive deposit is not surprising for a 
Portuguese Iron Age sacred structure. 12 
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4. Detail of the 
decorated wall during 
Irealment before 
removal to the 
Museum in Santiago do 
Cacem. 



5. View from the east 
of the proto-Roman 
temple. 

The building associated with these offerings may be a Late tron 
Age, proto-Roman temple. Dr. Caetano Beirao describes it as 
"apparently unique in Portugal and of major importance." Dr. Tavares 
da Silva and loaquina Soares date the bowls to the very late Iron Age, 
probably first century s.c. or, at the latest, the very early first century 
A.D., thus suggesting that the break between pre-Roman and the 
Roman tmperial configuration of the hill and its monuments was not a 
lengthy one. 

There are good reasons for suggesting that the structure found in 
'982 is a proto-Roman temple of Celtic type. The form is a bizarre 
hybrid of what seems to be a Greco-Roman cella preceded by a 
pronaos, but squarish in the Celtic tradition, and the entry makes 
viewing into the cella diffi cult. IJ Equally difficult to enter because of 
this secretive, oblique approach is the temenos area east of the temple. 
The two precinct walls there may represent an original wall line which 
was later regularized. Traces of a rubble fill and stone floor paving 
exist within the temenos and will be excavated next year. 

That this building was of major importance is obvious. It was 
apparently built as part of the circuit wall of the northern part of the 
hilltop, but its construction actually preceded the wal!. " It is also the 
only pre-tmperial structure that was not demolished by the Romans 
even though its orientation is completely different. Moreover, it has 
been carefully and intentionally surrounded by two Roman temples 
(the main Roman temple or capitol ium to the east and the so-ca lled 
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6. Plan of the "Celtic" 
or proto-RomalJ temple 
above the Forum - plan 
by /. Huff"o," 

7. View from the north 
of the northeast 
corner of the cella or 
the prow-Roman 
temple. Note the two 
inverted bowls, the 
westernmost of which 
confained bird bones. 



Temple of Venus to the southwest), of which the former, more 
important structure literall y touches its temenos wall without en· 

h d d' ' ,s 
croaching into t e sacre (strict. 

Are we then to imagine that here at Mirobriga we are witnessing 
the literal expression of the Romanization process? Might we speculate 
that the Italian conquerors imposed their arch itecture and religion 
while still venerating and syncretizing the indigenous religious and 
architectural forms? The 1983 campaign should provide many 
answers to this, especial ly since it now appears that the proto
Roman temple was itself preceded by an earlier structure which must 
still be excavated!'· 

Even within the main Roman temple of the forum pre-Roman 
traces emerged in 1982 in the form of three superposed walls 
following an orientation similar to that of the proto-Roman temple, 
Whereas the 1981 season dispelled some of the misconceptions about 
the Roman city of Mirobriga, 1982 was the year that the Celtic 
occupation emerged allover the hill and 1983 promises to offer 
readers of the next Muse a more detailed glimpse of the culture of 
these Second Iron Age inhabitants of Portugal, 

DAVID SOREN 
Un;vers;fy of Arizona 

'I wish to thank Dr. Caetano Beir3.o, Director of Anljqui tie~ for Southern Portugal , Dr. 
Homer Thomas. University of Missouri-Columbia; Jose Caeiro, University of Evora; 
Maria Lu isa Ferreira Dias, Carlos Tavares da Silva and Joaquina Soares, all of [he 
SetUbal Museum; Margaret Craft, Win terthur Museum, and Guy Sanders, Project 
Field Director, University of M issouri -Columbia, for their creative assistance in the 
preparation of this article. For the standard work on the Portuguese Iron Age (by no 
means accepted universally), see P. Bosch-Gimpera, " Two Celtic Waves in Spain," 
Proceedings of the British Academy (1939). 

2These dates were confi rmed by the Portuguese pottery specia lists Ferreira Dias and 
Caeiro and later confirmed by project ceramicist Lucinda Neuru of the Calgary 
Humanities Institute. On the Romanization of this area and its ability to maintain its 
Iron Age culture longer than other regions, see Antonio Domingos SimOes Coelho, 
Numar;a da Lusitania (lisbon '972) 6 1 f. Houses at the western limit (car park) of 
Mirobriga were excavated by Dr. Caeiro in 1982, and they too were created in the 
mid first century with no earlier Celtic occupation in this area. 

3Fernando de Almeida, Ruinas de Mir6briga dos Ce/ticos (Edic;ao da junto distrital de 
Setubal. 1964) 71. 

4The monument was never completely cleared by de Almeida and therefore not 
identified. Its size and central location, lack of decoration (save for a relief of a bull 
head on one fac;ade block). and an iron animal -tethering ring still embedded in the 
wall in Room 6 just east of the entry all point to the identification as a market. 

sThe massive concrete floor foundiltiun~ (slalUmen) ilnd Iht;' (o,,,,;g.1o (non·mosaic, 
coccia pesta flooring) have rolled down the hill or slipped from their original 
positions. These could never have been suspended on wood beams. Thus the market 
was stepped up the hill in two levels w ith the top story serving the forum area and 
accessible through Room I. A massive staircase also linked the upper and lower 
stories to the forum above and the street below. 

(,Mr. Huffstot believes the arch stood on an exedra or platform in the center of the 
northwest wall of the building at forum height. 
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' One fresco was lifted from the taverna in 1982, reset on a wooden frame for backing, 
and put on permanent exhibition in the Mirobriga wing o f the Museum of Santiago do 
(acem, two kilometers from the site. The other walls containing fresco were reburied 
under sifted earth until next summer. 

8For the many styl istic parallels of the crustae (imitation marble decoration on the socle 
of the wall painting) ranging from the first to fourth century A.O. in Spa in, see lorenzo 
Abad Casal, "las imitaciones de Cruswe en la pintura mural romana en espana," 
Archivo Espanol de Arqueologia 50-5 1 ( 1977-78) 189-204, and especially p. 190. I 
wish to thank Jeffrey Wilcox for thi s reference. 

9"Ceramica pre-Romana de Mirobriga," Selubal Arqueol6gica 5 (1979) 159-77. The 
early pottery shows no occupation at the site before the fiflh century B.C. and it has 
affinities with the interior of the Huelva area of southern Spain and the eastern Meseta 
region (p. 162). 

lOfhe butchered material included one pig rib and one caUle-sized bone whi le several 
otner bones were possibly butchered and one fish spine was cut. There were 135 bone 
fragments in all from the smaU probe. The appearance of thi s living surface resembled 
those found in association with hearths at Pedrao near Setubal. For these, see Soares 
and Tavares da Si lva, " Occupa<;ao do periodo proto-Romano do povoado do 
Pedrao," Actas dtls " lomadas Arqueol6gicas' (1973) 12 (Rooms 1 and 7). Note that 
Pedrao is a Celtic community resettled by the Romans between fifty and one hundred 
A.D. following a period of abandonment. 

lIThe bones from the offering bowl at Mirobriga are either those of a chicken or a dove. 
Mr. Reese believes that they may be a young Columba liv ia (Rock dove) but a second 
opinion was requested by him from Dr. George E. Watson of the Smithsonian 
Department of Vertebrate Zoology. The skull and toe bones appear to be mi ssing and 
may have been removed by butchery . They are small bones however and simply may 
not have survived. A small iron pin some four centimeters long was recovered from the 
txr, ... 1 by Barbara Moore of the Arizona State Museum. 

Utn France, Portugal and the foothills of the Alps evidence for animal and even human 
sacrifices placed with in a sacred area and carefully sealed up may be noted. On this 
~ Gerhard Herm, Tile CellS (New York 1964) 161. 

HFor the squarish form of the Celtic temple with surround ing temenos, see such si tes as 
Harlow Hill (Essex) where a Romano-Briti sh version of a Celtic temple illustrates the 
continuity of Cehic religious practice and sacred archi tectural forms well into the 
Roman period: R. E. M . Whee Ie, " A Romano-Celtic Temple near Harlow," 
Anliquaries JournalS (1928) 300-26. The Romano-Celtic temple of Frilford (Berks) has 
a similar plan and may date to about 80 A. D., although it replaced a simpler native 
shrine. See J. S. P. Bradford and R. C. Goodchild, " Excavations at Frilford, Berks 
1937-8," Oxoniensia 4 (1939) 33. But exact parallels for the Mirobriga temple with its 
non-peripteral temenos and oblique entry will require more time to unearth than was 
posSIble for this preliminary report. For example, T. G. E. Powell in The Celts (london 
195B~cites (on page 145) numerous examples of square Romano-Celtic temples, some 
of which are on hilltops. He includes such type·s ites as Ecury-Ie-Repos in 
northeastern France. and he singles out Gaul as the most frequent area in which to find 
such structures. The principal source for the CeltiC temple form is Harold Koethe, " Die 
Kel tischen Rund- und Vierecktempel def Kaiserzeit ," Bericht der Romisch
GeTmanischen Kommission 23 (1933) 10- 1 DB. More recently see Dr. I. E. A. Bogaers, 
De Gallo-Romeinse Tempe's Te fist in de Over-6elUwe (S'Gravenhage 1955) 5·7. 

l~Thesituatingof Celtic temples on hilltops within an oppidum (fortified hill community) 
is not uncommon. See I. A. Richmond, Roman Britain (New York 1960) 142 for 
examples at l ydney and Maiden Castle. Dr. Beirao has cited another structure of the 
Portuguese Iron Age at Sao Miguel da Mota near Terena Alandroas in the eastern 
Alentejo, but this temple to Endovellicus does not survive. See jos~ D'Enca rna<;ao, 
Divinidades indigenas sob domino romano em POTlt/gal (lisbon 1975) 18 I . 

150n the suggestion that the temple is a capitolium sec Muse I S (198 1) 31. 
16The east wall of the temple was reused from an earlier structure but an earl ier west wall 

underlies the west wall of the temple. Whether or not the earlier structure will be the 
same date as the earliest po"ery from the site (fifth century B.C.) is one of the primary 
questions for the upcoming campaign. For a discussion of the Celtic square sanctuary 
space known as a nemelOn, see Anne Rose, Everyday Life or the Pagan CelIS (New 
York 1970) 137-38. 
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I . Core-drilling at 
Nallkratis: Area 3 16. 

,I 

The Naukratis Project: 
1982 

During the summer of 1982, the Naukra tis Project conducted its 
fourth season of archaeologica l excavation and survey in a 30 km. 
area to the north and west of the ancient ci ty of Naukratis (modern 
Kom Ge' if) in the western N ile Delta. ' 

Work at Naukratis itself was again concentrated on the South 
M ound where previous seasons of excavation have produced exten
sive remains of the Ptolema ic period' but nothing of the Archaic Greek 
architecture claimed to have been found in this area by Petri e. To date, 
ten Ptolemaic bu ild ing phases (or sub-phases) have been identi fied in 
the South Mound above the modern level of ground water which has 
risen significantly since Petrie's excavations in the 19th century. 
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Clarification of the situation below the present water table was 
achieved by core-drilling in Area 316 (Fig. 1) which had been 
excavated to ground water at 4.0 m. above sea level during the 1981 
season. 3 Although a large portion of this area had been damaged by 
local farmers during the winter of 1981-82, the original south baulk of 
the previously back-fi lled square was re-Iocated, enabling the profi le 
produced from the core to be added below the stratigraph ic sequence 
determined in the 4.0 x 4.0 m. square of the 1981 season' 

Sherds and "micro-sherds" were among the inclusions found in 
the various soil matrices above sea level, but none of these sherds 
appeared-by their fabrics-to be di fferent from the Ptolema ic 
repertoire previously encountered on the mound. Ceramic inclusions 
abruptly ceased to appear in the core at sea level where a grayish, silty 
mud was encountered. The soi l became sand ier below sea level and 
was still being descri bed by the project's geologist as "muddy, coarse 
sand" when the operation was terminated at ca. 0.60 m. below sea 
level (Fig. 2). Such muddy, coarse sand is thought to be indicative of a 
large, moving body of water which suggests that the Canopic branch 
of the Nile, or a substantial relat ive of it, once flowed through the area 
presently occupied by the South Mound. If our interpretation of the 
ceramic material from the core is correct (i,e. nothing pre-Ptolemaic) 
this would greatly support Hogarth's contention-after his own 
excavations at the site-that " there is nothing answering to the 
Hellenion in this part of the mounds, but no Great lemenos at all."5 

Such a conclusion is admittedly harsh, but it should be noted that 
nowhere in his excavations of the southern end of the city of Naukratis 
could Hogarth find wa lls more than a third of the thickness claimed by 
Petrie for his sixth century 6.C. Great Temenos. In fact, the walls that 
Hogarth did uncover appeared 10 him to have the "character of a 
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2. Examination of soi( 
from core·dril/ing in 
Area 3 16. 



3. Preparation (or 
excavation at Kom 
I-Iadid, view from the 
southwest. 

dwelling house,"· which is basica lly what the present excavations 
have revea led in about 6.0 m. of vert ical deposi t in the South Mound. 

Work was also initiated at neighboring Kom Hadid (Fig. 3), 
located to the east of the lake which fills the depression left by the 19th 
century Naukratis excavations. Kom Hadid was initially studied by the 
project duri ng the winter of 1977-78 when it was identified as the site 
of one ofthe 8 to 10 foot high "slag heaps" recorded, but evidently not 
excavated, by Petrie. 

In cOhnection with these heaps of slag Petrie mentions "large 
substructures of red baked Roman brick, some chambers of which 
show many successive coats of painted frescoes,,,7 but no evidence of 
these rooms was visible during either the general area survey of 
1977·78 or the intensive survey of Naukratis and its environs in 1980 
and 1981. 

In an attempt to identify the source of the tremendous quantity of 
"slag" on the present surface as well as to clarify Petrie's reference to 
the frescoed brick chambers, six (4.0 x 4.0 m .) squares were opened at 
Kom Hadid during the 1982 season. When, however, a major 
mud brick wa ll was encountered in Area 76 (Fig. 4), logistics, and the 
temporal limitatiorls of the season, forced our work to be concentrated 
in three areas where this 1.70 m. wide wall was excavated to a length 
of over 9.0 m. Finds from loci sealed by the collapse of the wall 
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suggest that the building of which it formed a part had originally been 
decorated with a pebble mosa ic floor and walls decorated with red 
and gray marble veneer in a technique similar to the Roman opus 
sectile. Small fragments of wall plaster, some showing several phases 
of painted decoration, agree with Petrie's report. A small piece of 
limestone, carved with an "egg and dart" motif, further contributes to 
our impression of the decoration of the building, while a fragment of a 
fluted limestone column found in an upper level of Area 130 might 
have originally come from this building. It is unfortunate that, because 
of the high level of the ground water, on ly eight courses of this wall 
could be exposed, and that the original floor of the building is 
presently inaccessible through conventional excavation. 

[n addition to the size and decoration of this building, the 
importance of the section of ancient Naukratis preserved at Korn 
Hadid is attested to by the presence of imported black-glazed sherds, 
stamped amphora handles of East Greek origin , faience bowl 
fragments, lamps and pieces of terracotta figurines and plaques that 
were found during the excavation of less secure loci . 

While some of the Kom Hadid ceramic forms differ, and other 
known shapes occur more frequent ly, the assemblage of domestic 
pottery from Kom Hadid is for the most part comparable to the 
Ptolemaic material from the South Mound, If Petrie was correct in 
attributing his " frescoed chambers" to the Roman period, which the 
presence of opus seetHe might indicate, the common tableware wou ld 
suggest an early date within this period, 

In the survey area excavation was continued at both Korn Firin 
and Kom Dahab, two of the most important sites in the vicinity of 
Naukratis. 8 Because of the large amount of " kiln waste" or "furnace 
product" encountered on the surface of Korn Dahab during the survey 
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4. Mudbrick wall in 
Area 76 with rising 
ground water in the 
foreground. 



5. Kom Dahab: Trcnch 
E 11, pl<m of the kiln as 
excavated in 1982 . 

6. Kom Dahab: Trcnch 
E I I , ceramics from 
inside and ol/lsic/e the 
kiln . 
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of 1981, and Ihe limited number of vessel types from the excavations 
at the site in 1981, a magnetometer survey was conducted at one 
meter interva ls over the eastern portion of the site during the 1982 
season in an attempt to determine whether or not a kiln was located 
there9 The normal value of the magnetic intensity at Kom Dahab was 
about 42 ,980 gamma; but, near the southeast corner of the mound in 
grid Ell there was a strong anomaly wi th a maximum va lue of 43,070 
gamma, typical for the strength of an anomaly from a structure. 10 A 2.0 
x 2.0 m . square was opened, centered over the anomaly, and 
approximately 0. 10 m . below the surface a ci rcular line of baked 
mudbrick forming the inner surface of a kiln wall appeared (Fig. 5). 
Since the kiln was constructed of unbaked mudbricks, it was difficult 
to deli neate the exteri or surface of the wall exactly; but, based on our 
pre liminary investigations, it seems that the kiln should have an 
interior diameter of approximately 3. 10 m. and a wall about 0.70 m. 
thick." 

Approximately 0.90 m. below the surface the fi rst partially intact 
vesse ls were encountered inside the kiln (Fig. 6). These were 
amphorae of the types found previously, although to date only necks, 

, 
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shoulders and handles have been excavated. Several large amphora 
fragments along with a number of incurved-rim bowls were also 
recovered from a thi ck ash layer outside the kiln. 

In an effort to interpret the evidence from the kiln at Korn Dahab, 
a vis it was paid to a modern potters' workshop at nearby Gazayer Isa. 
This workshop has been in existence for 150 years and has remained 
wi thin the same family for the entire time. Inspection of the kilns at the 
workshop suggested that the ancient example at Kom Dahab was 
probably constructed in a similar manner: of mudbrick, circular in 
shape, w ith a furnace chamber beneath the fl oor, and an open roof 
which was covered during firing. The modern kilns are about 4.0 m. in 
diameter. Although the pottery from the 1982 excavations at Kom 
Oahab has not been thoroughl y studied, it appears that the kiln shou ld 
be dated to the late Ptolemaic or early Roman imperial period. 

The 1983 season of archaeological exploration in the Naukratis 
region wi ll essentiall y be a study season in wh ich limited excavation 
will be combined wi th a thorough study of the arti facts produced by 
the past three seasons of work at more than a dozen sites, in an attempt 
to understand the cultural development of a neglected historica l 
period in a little-studied part of Egypt. 

WILLIAM D. E. COULSON 
University of MinnesOI.a-Minneapolis 

ALBERT LEONARD, JR . 
Universi/y of Missouri-Columbia 

lThe 1982 season was sponsored by a matching grant from the National Endowment for 
the Humani ties, wi th additional funds provided by the Socia l Sciences and 
Humanities Research Council of Canada and the University of Minnesota, and other 
monies by Ca rleton College, the College of St. Catherine's, and Gustavus AdoJphus 
College, all within the state of Minnesota, and by the Museum of Art and Archaeology 
at the University of Missouri-Columbia. 

2See W. D. E. Coulson and A. l eonard, Jr. , Cities of the Delta I, Naukratis (Malibu 
198 1) 18·44; " Investjga tions at Naukratis and Environs, 1980 and 1981 ," Americal1 
Journal of Archaeology 86 (198 2) 366-37 1. These reports contain the appropriate 
maps, plans and ceramic profiles for the South Mound. Th is information appears, in 
an abbreviated form, in Muse 15 (198 1) 39-45. 

JFor the resu lts of the excava tion of Area 316, d. Muse 15 (1981) 42·44. 
~The program of core dri lling was conducted by Dr. John Gifford of the Archaromelry 
Laboratory, Universi ty of Minnesota -Duluth. 

sO. G. Hogarth, H . l. Lorimer and C. C. Edgar, "Naukratis 1903," Journal of Hellenic 
Stud ies 25 (1905) 111 - 11 2. 

(,Hogarth, op. cit. 
7w. M. F. Petrie, Naukratis I (London 1886) 10. 
8For it map of the survey area, see Coulson and Leonard, AlA 86 (1982) i ll. 2. 
~he work at Kom Dahab was conducted by Professor Nancy Wilkie of Carleton 
College, Northfield , Minnesota. For a plan of Kom Dahab, see Coulson and Leonard, 
CWes of the Della, fig. 37. 

10M. Ai tken, "Magnetic Location," in B. Brothwell and E. H iggs (OOs.), Science in 
Archaeology (London 1969) 692. 

llA group of kilns of the Ptolemaic to ea rly Roman periods has been excavated at Tell 
el-Fara'in, but none was as large as the kiln at Kom Dahab. Cf. /ournill of Egyptian 
Archaeology 53 (1967) 149- 155; 55 (1969) 23-30. 
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1. Examples of earl y 
coch lcaria . Photo 
courtesy Field Museum 
of Natural History, 
Chicago. 
Right: 2. Examples or 
early li gu lae. Photo 
courtesy Field Must'um 
of NaWral I-lislOry, 
Chicago. 

A Spoon for Hecate 

T he eating spoon, an object so commonplace that we might assume 
it has always been with us, first becomes a widespread utensi l in the 
f irst century A.D., and at first there are two distinct types: the 
cochleare, used for eat ing eggs or shel lfish (as the name impl ies). with 
a pointed end to the handle and a bowl whose rim is in the same plane 
as the axis of the handle (Fig. 1); and the larger ligula, whose handle 
generally ends in a finial and whose bowl is offset from the planeofthe 
handle (Fig. 2).' 

In the collection of the Museum of Art and Archaeology of the 
University of Missouri-Columbia there is an anc ient silver spoon (Figs. 
3 and 4) whose description , on which the author cannot improve, is 
catalogued in the museum's file as follows: 
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The large pear-shaped bowl classifies this spoon as a ligula. The end of 
the handle is decorated with an elaborate finial composed of a reel , a 
rounded head, a space, two reel s, a bead, a space, a reel, and a 
rounded cone. The handle is rectangular in se<:tion, widest at the 
middle of its length, tapering slightly towards each end. The end 
near the bowl has a flat truncated triangular decoration with two 
incisions on the wide end. Underneath, a downward curving arm 
joins the blade of the spoon. The rim of the bowl is flat. 2 
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Our spoon, with its elaborate finia l, can be securely dated on 
stylistic grounds to the second or th ird century A.D.l What is so 
unusual about it , for a spoon of so early a date, is that it bears a pricked 
inscription. Inscribed spoons are very rare so earl y4 and become 
common only in the fourth and fifth centuries. 5 On spoons of that 
period, the inscriptions are often of the form N. vivas "may you live" 
or N. gaudeas " may you rejo ice" and are obviously presents on such 
occasions as christen ings or birthdays (Fig. 5). Others are votive, wi th 
inscriptions such as Vollum] fecit Lelus " l elus made a vow" and Fecit 

5CM. 
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J. Photo (detail to left) 
of the l igula in the 
collection of the 
Museum of Art and 
Archaeology, University 
of Missouri-Columbia. 
Bottom: 4. Profile of 
the Missouri ligula -
drawing by J. Huf(stot. 



5. Example of a laIc
imperi<l/ ligui a inscribed 
patens vivas. Pllolo 
courtesy Muscc du 
P(,ti! Pa/ais, Paris. 

volUm Sal/urninus?J "Saturninus made a vow". Frequently these 
inscriptions are combined with a Christogram, and together with 
spoons wi th inscriptions such as Oeo Gratias or Petri Pauli, or with 
representations of fish, point to the fact that inscribed spoons are at 
least predominantly the product of a Christian environment. It has 
been suggested that many of these spoons may have been used for the 
adm inistration of communion, such as is shown in numerous early 
Christian art works (F ig. 6).6 

Aga inst this background, the inscripti on on our spoon comes as a 
real surprise. It is a dedication to Hecate : 

Etrruxil<; Ko: puSa<; 
~ [I<O:Tl1 f tc; TO: miTT] 

" .l.. ~ . I ., (lv(I'l'VpavaVf. T)KE V. 

"Eutyches, the walnut dealer, gave (this) as an offering to Hecate for 
the 'lf0:'l'1l ." 

Not on ly is thiS, so far as I have been able to determine, the only 
known spoon from the cult of Hecate, but it appears to be only the 
second known spoon with an inscription wh ich specifically ties it to 
the cu lt of a pagan divin ity. Theonly parallel which I have been able to 
find is a spoon in the British Museum / a dedica tion 10 Juno Sospila of 
Lanuvium in Italy (Fig. 7). It bears the inscription IVNONI LANVMVINAE S 

P 5 SVlP QVIRIN, i.e., /lJunoni Lanuvinae sua pecunia Servius Sulpicius 
Quirinus (dono dedit). /I As the British Museum ligu la has a fairly 
pointed handle with finial , it wou ld appear to be later than our Hecate 
spoon, and roughly contemporary with the Christian inscribed spoons. 

Surprises do nol by any means end here. The inscription on the 
Missouri spoon itself provides two of them, one a question of 
interpretation, the answer to which escapes us in the present state of 
our knowledge. 

First, the word K(xPOOO:~, "wa lnut dea ler," although of fairly 
obvious meaning, seems not previously to have been attested in 
Classical Greek. The latest trea tment of Greek masculine nouns in 
_0:~8 does not know the word, nor have I been able to fi nd it in other 
literature. These nouns largely comprise a category of words referring 
to persons, and derived mostly from names of inanimate objects, and 
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the category is extremely productive of names of professions, meaning 
" maker" or "dea ler. " Although the earliest attestation of such a noun is 
in the fifth cen tury B.c.,9 it does not become widespread until the 
Roman period, and is still widespread in Modern Greek. Naturally, 
such names of professions often give rise to proper names, and often 
are attested first as such. An instance is tJ-<xxcupa,>, "knife maker," 
which first occurs as a proper name in the first cen tury B.C. 1O Our word 
KcxpuBac; , although not attested in Ancient Greek, is currently, via its 
being a proper name, the name of a chain of department stores in 
Thessaloniki. 

Now Kcxpooa<;, in turn, is derived from KCXpOOLOV, diminutive of 
Kcipuov, "walnut," and this diminutive su rvives into Modern Greek as 
KCXpilBL, the regular term for the delicacy in question. This diminutive, 
again, is first attested in the fifth century B.C., 11 but li kewise does not 
become widespread until the Roman period. There it is quite well 
atlested, and replaces the earlier term for " walnut." For instance, in 
the papyrus Archive of Theophanes, a functionary on the staff of the 
Prefect of Egypt, particularly in the travel-expense account of an 
official trip he once made to Antioch, 12 there are abundant mentions 
of walnut purchases. Indeed the man seems to have subsisted on the 
things, and his trade alone might have sufficed to make a walnut 
merchant wealthy! 
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6. Administralion of 
communion by spoon, 
fresco from Meteora. 
Photo courtesy Verlag 
Walter DeGruytcr. 

7. Inscribed spoon with 
dedication to luno. 
Photo courtesy British 
Museum, London. 



The second linguistic challenge posed by the inscription on the 
spoon is the phrase eL'; 'To. neX'TT). At first glance, it would appear that 
the phrase might mean " at the (cross) roads," and hence that the 
spoon might have some connection with the meals known to have 
been offered to Hecate at such places. Unfortunately, however, for that 
simple interpretation, the word translated " road " is ~ 7Tci70 o;; , 

masculine, and the spoon really presents the word TO 7T'O:TOC;, neuter. 
Even if we admit that we are dea ling with an inscription by someone 
uneducated, who is likel y to make grammatica l errors, errors of gender 
are not those most frequently made, least of all if they involve the 
transfer of a word from a commoner to a rarer inflectional category. 

Now if we look for the word 'TO 7TO:TO';, we find that it does 
indeed exist. It is used in a fragment of the Alexandrian poet 
CaJlimachus 13 and means a special type of robe or gown made for the 
goddess Hera. We also know from papyrus commentary on the epic 
poet Ant imachus 14 that Callimachus got this rare word from Hagius 
and Dercylus, who were local histor ians of Argos, where Hera was 
parti cularl y worshiped. Thus a literal translat ion of the phrase no;; 7(( 

mi'TT) would give us " for the (sacred) gowns." 
But does this make any sense? One may speculate that Hera was 

ident ifi ed with the Roman Juno, also the recipient of a spoon, or that 
an obscure tradition makes Hecate daughter of Zeus and Hera, 15 or 
that a sacred snake is known to have been fed (wi th a spoon ?) in the 
cult of Juno Sospita, 16 but all these interrelationships do not expla in to 
us how Hecate could have used a spoon " for the gowns." 

To pose the main question: Why wou ld a wealthy walnut 
merchant give a spoon to Hecate? Why would someone give one to 
Juno Sospita, for that matter? Clea rl y there must have been some use 
for spoons in the cults of these goddesses but what it was remains a 
matter for speculation. It is sometimes stated in the literature,17 but 
without citation of specific evidence, that spoons could be used ior 
sprinkling incense onto a holy fire . Even more intri guing, given the fact 
that spoons with Chri stian inscriptions, later than the Hecate spoon but 
contemporary with the Juno spoon , almost certain ly were used for the 
administration of communion , is the poss ibility that we might be 
justi fied in seeing the spoon as intended for some kind of sacramental 
meal in the cult of these pagan d ivinities. lEI This is an intri guing idea 
indeed, but finds no support in other information which we have 
concern ing either cult. And furthermore, how could we reconcile it 
w ith the phrase Etl) TO. 1TaTT) ? 

Thus our analysis of this unusual gift of an apparently wea lthy 
walnut merchant to a goddess who had somehow helped him has 
ra ised perhaps more questions than it has answered . The author would 
be grateful to anyone w ho could come forward wi th additional 
information that might shed light on the matter. 
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10. E. Strong, Greek and Roman Silver Plate (Ithaca 1966) 129 and 155-56. Dates as 
early as the second century B.C., however, <lfe tentatively proposed (or some o( the 
spoons in the exhibition catalogue Silver for the Gods (Toledo 1977). 

2Acc. no. 74.147. It is 18 cm. long; 3.9 cm. wide; and weighs 37.8 grams. It was 
acquired by purchase, and the provenience is unknown. 

lStrong, op. cit., 178-79. Our example belongs to his category fig . 36 c. In later times, 
the finial goes out, even on ligulae, ibid., 204-06 and fig. 40. 

~[bid. 178. 
5lbid. 206; the fu l lest d iscussions [ have found of inscribed spoons are those of Horst W. 
Boehme, " l 6ffelbeigabe in spatromischen Grabern nordlich der Alpen, " lahrbuch 
des romisch-germanischen Zenlral-Museums 17 (1970) 172-200 and Vladimir 
Mi lojcic, "Zu den sp~ t ka iserzeitlichen und merowi ngischen Silberl6ffeln." Berichl 
der romisch-germanischen Kommission 49 (1968) 11-148. It is from these two articles 
that the examples are taken. 

bM ilojcic, op. cit. 112-13, wi th plates 19-21. 
70. M. Dalton, Catalogue of Early Chrislian Anliquities, etc. (l ondon 1901 ) 72, no. 
322. 

8F. T. Gignac, A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of Ihe Roman and Byzantine Periods, II 
(Milan 1981) 16-2 1. 

!!£j.lj3Cl&O:'i, meaning "shoemaker" in a fragment of Theopompus Comicus, preserved 
by the Scholiast on Plato's Apology; Edmonds, Fragments of AWc Comedy, I (Leiden 
1957) 868, no. 57+58. See O. Masson, Zeitschrifl fUr Papyrologie und Epigraphik 9 
(1972197·101. 

I°See O. Masson, ZPE 11 (1973) ' -19 . 
II ln a fragment of Philyllius Comicus, preserved by Athenaeus, Edmonds, op. ci t. I, 

906-07. [t is hard ly accidenta l that both the diminutive and the profession-name 
formative are fi rst attested in comic writers, wi th their use of colloquial speech. 

12p. Ryl. IV, 629 passim. The spelling used is KClpOC&WIJ, and the document can be 
dated between 317 and 323 A.D. 

ilFrag. 66, 2·3 pfeiffer, assigned to the thi rd book of the Aelia. The fragment is known 
from a quotation in the Byzan tine medical writer Meletius and from P. Oxy. 19, 22' 1, 
ff. 1', 1-9. The word is also cited by the lexicographer Hesychius, who presumably has 
it from Callimachus. 

14p. Mil. Vogl. I, 17, col. II , 23. of the second century A.D. 
ISA fragment of the comedian Sophron, preserved by the Schol iast on Theocritus II, 12b, 

Kaibel, Comicorum Graecorum Fragmenta I, i (Berlin T 899) 161. 
I/'Propertius IV, 8, 1-14. 
17E. g., Pauly-Wissowa, Rea/-Encyclopadie der klaSSischen Alterlumswissenschaft, S.v. 

loffel , col. 967. 
18We do indeed hear of monthly Hecate banquets at Lagina-Stratoniceia in Caria, A. 

Laumonier, Les culles indigenes en Carie (paris 1958) 397 ff., re lying on epigraphical 
evidence, but these occasions seem to be as devoid of inner spiritual meaning as 
pagan sacrifices and banquets usually are, and hard ly provide a proper paraJielto the 
Christian sacrament. 
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Two Aspects 
of Baroque Painting in Italy 

T he term "Baroque"-a imosl invariably used to describe Italian 
painting of the seventeenth century-brings to mind a grand, theatrical 
style, alive with movement and co lor, in a setting of almost 
overwhelming richness. Up to a point, this notion is accurate, Much 
Ita lian art of the seventeenth century does not , however, share the 
characteristics popularly associated with the Baroque. Since the term 
Baroque as a label for the period remains wi th us, we should think of 
the word in a broader, more inclusive sense, not as the definition of a 
single style, but rather one which inc/udes " the predominant artistic 
trends of the period which is covered by the seventeenth century:rl 
Two paintings in the Museum of Art and Archaeology exhibit two 
marked ly different aspects of the many-faceted period we ca ll-for 
want of a better name-" Baroque." 

The first painting, The Vision of St. Bernard (Fig. 1), is by luca 
Giordano (1634- t 705). 2 Born in Naples, he first studied painting with 
his father and later under the Caravaggesque painter Ribera; he was 
profoundly influenced in his mature style by the lighter. more 
exuberant manner of Pietro da Cortona (1596-1669), whose grand 
decorations in Rome and Florence epitomize the popular notion of 
Baroque style. Luca's legendary speed of execution-which along 
with his skill as a decorative painter brought him international 
fame-earned him the ni ckname luca la presto (Speedy Lucal. tn the 
early 1680s he went to Florence to execute several important fresco 
commissions, and from 1692- 1702 he carried out decorations in 
Madrid for King Charles II of Spain] 

The Vision of 51. Bernard at UMC is an oil sketch or bozzetto for 
the large canvas which Luca painted for the ceiling of Sta. Maria della 
Pace in Florence in the early 1680s (Fig. 2). This little church just 
outside the Porta Romana was later demolished and the painting 
transferred to the Cappella dell 'Accademia del Disegno in 55. 
Annunziata, where it remains today.4 Wh ile it is likely that the 
Mi ssouri painting was done as a preliminary study (or the large cei ling 
painting, perhaps (or presentation to the patron (or approval , such 
small works were also on occasion done "after the fact" as a ricordo or 
souvenir. s The oil sketch and the completed ceiling illustrate a 
mIraculous appearance of the Virgin to St. Bernard o( Clairvaux 
(1090-1153), the founder of the Cistercian order. 51. Bernard was 
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I. The Vision of St. 
Bernard , by Luca 
Giordano, Museum of 
Ar/ and Archaeology, 
University of Missotlri
Columbia. 



2. The Vision of SL 
Bernard, by Luca 
Giore/ano, Florence, 55. 
Annunziata, Clppella 
deJl 'Accademia del 
Discgno. Ferrari and 
Scavizz ;, Vol. J, fig. 
239. 

favored with severa l divine visitations beca use of his extraordinary 
devotion to the Virgin , whose perfection he celebrated in eighty 
sermons. 6 Representations of such mystical revelations, with the 
heavens parted to al low a glimpse of the Divine, were a favorite theme 
of the seventeenth cen tu ry. 7 

In rendering 51. Bernard 's visi on , Giordano depi cted the 
Madonna and Chi ld appearing in clouds of heavenl y majesty, 
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accompanied by angels, putti and female allegorical figures. The 
painter arranged his figures in a sweeping ova l, echoing the shape of 
the frame, which ca n be described as a square ballooning into 
half-circular bulges at top and bottom. At the top of the painting he 
showed the Madonna and Child and attendant figures surrounded by a 
glory of light. The Virgin is robed in white, pink and light and dark 
blue; the angels below her in dark blue and green. Below this group 
kneels St. Bernard in his white habit, his arms outstretched in a gesture 
of adoration. Behind him are the roughl y indica ted outlines of a 
colonnade, which appears more distinctly in the larger version. At the 
base of the flight of stai rs on which he kneels is a fema le figure who sits 
in a rocky, overgrown area at the bottom of the picture (th is' is more 
apparent in the finished ceiling painting); beside her are a lion and a 
lamb. Above her, bridging the space between her and the celestia l 
group at top, is another female figure, in diaphanous blue garments, 
her back to the viewer, who reaches down wi th one arm and holds up 
a leafy branch with the other. Barely visi ble in the oil sketch, but more 
legible in the larger painting, is another fema le personage behind the 
flight of stairs. 

Our oil sketch dates to luca's sojourn in Florence in the 1680s. 
He had come north late in 1680 to decorate the ceiling of the Corsini 
family chapel in Sta. Maria del Ca rmine. leaving Florence briefly, he 
returned in 1681 or 1682 to complete the Corsini chapel and began 
preliminary sketches for the decoration of the ga llery of the Palazzo 
Medici-Riccard i, which he completed in 1685. 8 During these vis its to 
Florence he produced many other paintings, some for the Medici 
family, including Vittoria della Rovere, Grand Duke Cosimo Il l's 
morbidly pious mother. It was she who commissioned the ceiling of 
Sla. Maria del la Pace." 

Ferrari and Scav izzi date the commi ssion to 1682-83, noting the 
close connections between the Sta. Maria della Pace ceiling and the 
studies for the Medici-R icca rd i pai ntings. 10 One study in particular, 
Ihat for the "Allegory of Divine Wisdom" for the pa lace library (Fig. 3) 
is especially close to the Mi ssouri painting, both in the overall fl uent 
handling of painl and in individual figures such as the winged female 
on the left, who is remarkably similar to the fl ying figure in the same 
position in the Vision of St. Bernard. There is also an indication in the 
library study-the hast ily brushed arc over the head of the central 
figure-that it, like our oil sketch, was to terminate in a half-circle. 11 

In the UMC bozzelto, the area outside the irregular border (which 
is defined by a dark, broad ly-brushed line) is left unfi nished, covered 
only with the reddish-brown priming with which the entire ca nvas had 
been prepared. Thi s dark underpainting is visible throughout the 
painting in areas where the pigment is thinl y brushed on. Paint is 
applied in a loose, apparently slapdash way, in some places with thick 
smears, in others w ith thin washes which al low the ru st color and the 
rough texture of the primed canvas to show through. Forms are built 
up of patches and dabs of color. When viewed up close, seemingly 
solid figures dissolve into a flurry of brushstrokes. 
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3. Allegory of Divine 
Wisdom, by Luca 
Giordano, London, 
collection of Mr. Denis 
Mahon. 

An anecdote recorded by de Dominici , one of Giordano's early 
biographers, gives a vivid picture of the artist's working methods thai 
could well apply to our bozzetto. One day Grand Duke Cosimo III 
vis ited Luca at his lodgings in the ci ty in the house 01 the del Rosso 
brothers and asked the painter to do a sketch lor a ceiling painting lor 
one of the apartments in the Pitti Palace. Giordano 
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immediately proceeded to draw an idea with a few touches of white 
chalk. He then began to paint it , building up Ihe figures merely with 
highl ights and shadows and then adding finishing touches, 10 Ihe great 
delight of the sovereign, who stood leaning on Luca's chair for four 
hours in success ion; Ihe sketch was completed in Ihis time, although it 
was composed of several figu res .... When jill was finished, the Grand 
Duke wished 10 keep it as a reminder of Ihe amazing speed with which 
it was executed . 12 

Luca's hosts in Florence-Andrea, Lorenzo and Ottavio del 
Rosso-were great admirers of the artist and were perhaps responsible 
for securing for him the choice Corsin i and Riccardi commissions 
which brought Luca to Tuscany. The del Rosso brothers, of a wealthy 
Florentine mercantile fami ly, were notable collectors with su re, if 
unorthodox, taste. The presence of more than a hundred Neapoli tan 
paintings in their house, sixty of them by Luca Giordano, demonstrates 
an interest in the painting of Naples shared by few Florentine 
collectors, a taste probably acquired on sojourns in that city to attend 
to fam ily business interests there. " They had a special fondness for 
Luca's oi l sketches, and it is likely that the Missouri painting was part 
of their collection; an inventory of 1689 mentions a " modello del 
Quadro p. la Pace cio e 5. Bernardo che prega la Mad.na p. la pace 
con molte figure et angiolo" (model of the painting for 15ta. Maria dell 
la Pace, that is, Saint Bernard praying to the Madonna for peace, with 
many figures and angel lsJ).'4 

The del Rosso brothers' keen appreciation for the lively brush
stroke and the spontaneous, " unfinished" character of the oil sketch, 
wh ich appea ls to us so directly today, was shared by only a few 
collectors with the most advanced taste; such qualities in painting 
came to be widely accepted only in the eighteenth century. In the del 
Rosso collect ion and in those of certa in members of the Medici 
household, most notably Cardinal Leopoldo de' Medici (1617-75) and 
his great-nephew Prince Ferdinand (1664-1713), we see the begin
nings of a revolution in taste whi ch eventually led to the delights of 
Rococo painting. The Vision of 51. Bernard at UMC is one document of 
the beginning stages of that revolution. 15 

A FAR DIFFERENT SENStBILITY and another aspect of the " Baroque" is seen 
in a second painting, a Madonna and Child by Giambattista Salvi 
(1609-1685), ca lled Sassoferrato after his native town in Umbria (Fig. 
4).' 6 Sassoferrato, who worked in Rome much of his career, is 
primarily known as a painter of small devotional works, of which the 
Missouri painting is an excellent example; he also did many portraits, 
whose subjects are mostly anonymous. 17 We know very lillie about 
this painter, whose name rarely appears in documents and who went 
unnoticed by the biographers of his day. He pa inted many copies after 
other artists, drawing on a remarkable range of sources: paintings of 
the fourteenth century; Durer and other northern painters; Perugino 
and especially Raphael , to whom he was quite devoted. From among 
the artists of his own century he most often turned for inspiration to the 
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4. Madonna and Child, 
by Sassofcrrato . 
Courtesy of SI. Louis Art 
Museum. 

Bolognese painter Guido Reni . 18 His origina l compositions-the best 
known probably the Madonna 01 the Rosary (t 643) in Sta. Sabina in 
Rome (Fig. S)-are very beautiful indeed. One of the few large-scale 
altarpieces the artist painted , the Madonna 01 the Rosary clearly shows 
its dependence on Renaissance models in its stable and simple 
triangular composition (it was, in fact, commissioned to replace a 
work by Raphael).'9 Typical of Sassoferrato is the almost f lemish 
attention to detail, the solid, sculptural quality of forms and the 
brilliant, enamel-like color. 

Similar characteristics can be seen in our painting. The Madonna, 
who is shown half length (one of Sassoferrato's standard formats), 
holds her sleeping Child close to her breast and lightly touches her 
cheek to His head. Un like Giordano's celestial pageant, Sassoferrato 
presents an intimate moment of tender affection and maternal 
devotion. The Virgin 's sweet but melancholy expression and the 
sleeping Child remind us, however, of the suffering that must come 
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when He reaches manhood. The almost strident juxtaposition of bright 
coral red and electric blue in the Vi rgin's garments, seen against the 
honey-toned browns and ye llows of the circle of lights and clouds 
(from which two putli heads appear), are characteristic of Sassofer
rato's distinctive sense of color. The insistent three-dimensionality of 
every drapery fo ld , the absolutely smooth , even, a lmost glassy paint 
surface and the porcelaneous skin are also hallmarks of his style. 

The painting at UMC is based on an e tch ing by Guido Reni (Fig. 
6).20 Sassoferrato reversed the composition (which might indicate that 
he had access to the drawi ng from which the etching was made) and 
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5. Madonna of the 
Rosary, by Sasso(erra to, 
Rome, Sta. Sabina. 
AlinarilEditorial 
Photocolor Archives. 



6. Madonna and Child, 
by Guido Reni, 
Gabinetlo dei Disegni e 
delle Srampc della 
PinJCOICCa Nazionalc 
di Bologna, P.N. 1799. 

changed Reni 's horizontal oval format to an upright rectangular one, 
but otherwise he was remarkably faithful to the graphic prototype. 
Reni 's placement of the figures, the arrangement of drapery, even 
individual folds were retained in the painted version. Characteristical
ly, Sassoferrato translated Guido's delicate graphic style, in which 
forms are defined with very fine contour lines and patches here and 
there of dark cross-hatching, into his own distinctive manner, with 
hard, almost metallic forms and with every crease of drapery crisply 
delineated. 21 
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Guido Reni (1572·1642) was an artist who, during his lifetime 
and well into the nineteenth century, was ranked only sli ghtly below 
Raphael, and whose works were in great demand. Carlo Cesare 
Malvasia , friend and biographer of the arlist, noted that during Reni's 
lifetime his paintings " tripled and quadrupled in value and were 
constantly resold .',n Even paintings by other arti sts retouched by 
Guido were highly prized . Malvasia reported that these were " many 
times sold as originals .... Indeed I see such paintings every day and 
recognize them in the most famous collections in ltaly."Z) Unautho
rized copies of Reni 's paintings, sold as originals, were a special 
problem for the artist and a lucrati ve sideline for some of his students. 
According to Malvasia: 
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The most zealous lof his studentsl copied from him, like Vignati who 
in three nights copied the Abduction of Helen by bribing the guard of 
the Accademia delle Porte where it had been transported while still 
unfinished, in order to protect it from their audacity. 24 



Prints, such as the one on which ou r painting is based, could 
fulfill this demand for Guido's work to a certain extent. For those w ho 
could afford more than a print but could not hope to own an original 
work by Reni, Sassoferrato's copies wou ld have provided an accept
able substi tute. Enggass has noted that the motif of the half-length 
Madonna and Child, an extremely popular one during the Renai'
sance, became extremely rare during the seventeenth century, even 
though the cult of the Virgi n (and demand for images of Herl increased 
during the same period. He suggests that the composi tional compo
nents of this theme, so well suited in their simplicity and solidity to the 
ideals of the High Renaissance, held little appeal for the Baroque 
painter. 25 Reni 's " updated" versions of the theme and Sasso(errato's 
copies after them would have found a ready market among the sma l l 
Roman middle class of clerics, doctors, lawyers and traders. 26 Russel 
speculates that Sassoferrato's copies (which wou ld include the 
Missouri painting) 

had a dual socia l and aesthetic function , meti culously painted icons 
for those whom circumstances debarred from possession of originals 
and yet who wished to own religious images of a recogni za bly tra
ditional cast. 27 

Luca Giordano's Vision of Sl. Bernard and Sassoferrato's Ma
donna and Child stand at opposite ends of the spectrum of styles which 
exis ted during the seventeenth century in Italy. The former, commis
sioned for a publi c space by a patron from th e highest level of society, 
painted by an arti st celebrated throughout Europe, epitomizes the 
grand manner we commonly associate with the Baroque. Giordano's 
painting, fi lled wi th figures in vigorous motion, built up of daubs and 
patches of color and l ight and shadow, stands poles apart from 
Sassoferrato's simple format, meticulously rendered detail and uniform 
paint surface. Intended for private devotion rather than publ ic display, 
painted by an obscu re artist for an anonymous patron, Sa ssoferrato 's 
Madonna and Child helps to balance our picture of the period we ca ll 
Baroque. 

DAVID BUTLER 
Universi ty of M issouri-Columbia 

IJohn Rupert Martin , Baroque (New York 1977) 12 , provides an excellent introduction 
to the period and the many manifestations of the " Baroque." Rudolf W illkower, Art 
and Architecture in Ila ly 1600 10 1750, 3rd ed. (Baltimore 1973 ) i ~ ;}I<;o 
recommended, especia ll y if the reader is interested in a lengthier discussion of the 
variety of Baroque styles. 

lAce. No. 67. 68; 106 x 72 em. ; oil on canvas. Ultraviolet examination reveals small 
areas of overpaint ing, most notably on the angels' drapery, but there is no evidence of 
paint loss under these laler additions. It is hoped that these can be removed in the 
future. The painting was first full y publ ished by Oreste Ferrari and Giuseppe Scavi zz i, 
Luca Giordano, 3 val s. (n.c. 1966). 
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JFerrari and xavizzi, passim. 
"Ferrari and Scavizz;, Vol. 2, 126. 
5Maslers of Ille Loaded Brush : Oil Sketches from Rubens 10 Ticp%, Exhibition 
Cntalogue with introduction by Rudolf Wiukower, Columbia University. Department 
of Art History and Archaeology (New York 1967) xx-xxi. 

"Louis Reau, lconographie de I'art chretien, Vol. 3 (paris 1958) 213-14. 
7Frederick Ham, Love in Baroque Art (New York 1964), discusses this theme ,l nd its 
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A Boar Hunt 
by the Curtiu5 Painter 

T he Curliu5 Painter is one of the more interesting members of the 
Penthesileia Painter's large and prolific red-figure cup workshop, 
which was acti ve {rom the 4605 to the 4305 6.C. A strong ilnd original 
arti stic persona lity, the Penthesileia Painter left behind a legacy of 
works daringly innova tive and dramaticall y beautifu l a l their best, but 
at their worst rather ca re less and ordinary. The output of the workshop 
as a whole lends toward a similar variation in quality, probably the 
result of the pressure of com mercial considerations. Thus, while most 
of the Curtius Painter's surv iv ing work consists o f more or less carefully 
painted, but uninspired versions of the ubiquitous scenes of youths 
and men in conversa tio n in the palaestra, both in the exterior panels o f 
his cups and in the inter ior lo ndos, he sometimes broke away from th is 
formula and executed finer, mo re original o r ambitious designs. Such a 
work is a cup in the University of M issouri Museum of Art and 
Archaeology (Figs. 1, 2),' in w hich he embell ished the interior design 
with an unusual boar hunt frieze around the tondo. 

The exterior panel of one side (A, Fig. 3) is not perfec tly 
preserved, but clea rl y shows three standing youths in profile, their 
heads, arms and hands enveloped in their mantles. The two flanking 
figures face the center, each lea ning forward o n his staff, w hi le the 
centra l youth stands straighter, faCing right. The background between 
the figures is filled on the left by a hanging shield w ith cover and a 
sword with hori zontall y striped scabbard , and on the right by a 
hanging sponge, aryballos and strigil. The panel opposite (8 , Fig. 4) is 
still less well preserved, but three draped, youthful fi gures can be 
discerned. The figure at the far ri ght echoes hi s counterpart on side A, 
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I. Above: profile of the 
Missouri cup - drawing 
by /. Huffs/ot. 
2. View of the Missouri 
cup. 



J . Exlerior, side A, 
Missouri Clip. 

the central figure is frontal and muffled to the eyes in his mantle, and 
the left-hand youth is seen from the rear, his feet turned to the left as if 
he were about to depart, but hi s head turned back towards his 
companions, and his bare right arm stretched out in their direction and 
resting on his staff. The background is filled by a hanging wreath at the 
left, and at the right by a shield with cover and a sword with a dotted 
scabbard. The relatively simple handle palmettes are fourteen-leaved 
w ith dotted hearts, supported below by a pair of S-curved volutes, 
which swing sharply up to terminate beside the hdndle~ in a pendant 
volute and a vert ical vine leaf. Single teardrop petals are used as fillers 
beside the palmettes and above the vine leaves. 

Thus far, we are in the rea lm of the expected, for which there are 
close parallels in iconography and style in other cups by the Curtius 
Painter, for example in Brussels2 and the Villa Ciulia. 3 Nor are there 
any unusual elements in the interior ton do (Fig. 5), in which a youth at 
the left engages a boy in intense and presumably amorous conversa
tion. Both are completely swathed in mantles, and the taller figure of 
the youth is nicely bent over to fit the curve of the tondo. One of the 
boy's heels projects into the maeander border,4 which consists of three 
groups of seven stopped by black crosses in reserved squares. Th is 
border serves as a floor for the boar hunt frieze, which is the special 
feature of this cup. 

The boar is being attacked by four hunters and two hounds. Each 
hunter wears a petasos (broad brimmed hat) and a chlamys (short 
cloak) bordered by a heavy line. A striking fact about the frieze is that, 
whi le it is continuous in the sense that the figures are evenly spaced all 
around, it nevertheless has a single focal point placed just above the 

• 
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tondo picture, the boar and the one hunter who confronts it 
face-to-face with his spear. Directly opposite this group, on the other 
side of the cup, two hunters turn away (rom one another, thereby 
directing the action (rom both sides towards the center of interest. The 
head and shoulders of the principal hunter (hunter 1) are unfortunately 
not preserved, but an edge of the petasos wh ich hangs down his back 
can be seen just behind the right arm. The chlamys, fastened at the 
right shoulder, leaves the right side of the torso and the entire right leg 
bare, but protectively covers the outstretched left arm and hand, and 
the thigh. The hunter lunges to the right towards the boar, his left leg 
forward and bent at the knee, his right leg stretched back with 
three-quarter view (oot. The pose taken by al l the hunters on the cup is 
a similar forward lunge, with varying movements of the heads and 
arms. Hunter 1 holds a long spear horizontally at thigh-level in his 
right hand, and is about to pierce the boar's snout. The boar leaps 
forward, rear legs together and placed firmly on the ground, curved 
front legs lifted and parted. Its shou lder is rendered by two deft, 
curving lines, the haunch by another. Dilute paint is used for the 
rib-cage, bri st le and tail hairs. 

The boar is also attacked from the rear by a hunter wield ing a 
battle-axe (hunter 2), who is preceded by one hound and followed by 
the other. The hounds, whose feet overlap the hunter's legs, serve as 
thematically related linking devices in the composition. Their anatom
ical details, like the boar's, are rendered in dilute paint. Hunter 2 
lunges forward on his right leg, swinging the axe above his head with 
both hands. Like hunter 1, his petasos dangles, and his chlamys is 
si milarly arranged, but it covers his torso entirely, leaving the arms and 
legs substantially free. His hair curls over the forehead, in front of the 
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4. Exterior, side B, 
Missouri cup. 



5. Interior of the 
Missouri cup, showing 
londo figures and the 
boar hunt. The humers 
are numbered for 
reference. 
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ear and along the nape. His face is summarily rendered, but shows the 

long nose and pronounced lips which are characteristic of the Curti us 

Painter's style. 
Hunter 3, armed with a sword held down in his right hand, 

fo llows, but he turns his head and weapon back to face the central 

boar group from the opposite direction. The hunter most remote from 

the action, and the quietest of the four, he serves as a kind of 

composi tional hinge. He too wears the petasos hanging in back; his 

chlamys covers the whole torso and the left arm and hand, which rests 

on his hip; the nape hair is tied into a knot. Hunter 4, the last figure in 

the frieze, resembles hunter 3 in the forward movement of the legs 

combined w ith the backward turn of the upper body, and he is also 

similar to hunter 1, whom he follows, in that he is armed with a spear 

and is clothed in an identically arranged chlamys covering the 

outstretched left arm and hand. But he is the on ly hunter who is 

bearded, and who wears the petasos on his head. He holds the spear 

in his upraised right arm as if about to cast it at the boar, wounded by 

his companion . 

2 
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The drawing of all the figures, simple, deft and clear, shows the 
Curti uS Painter at his bes!, the high pOint of his career probably 
occuring soon after 450 B.C. He has fairly successful ly filled a difficult 
space with a re latively few largish figures, w ithout using landsca pe 
elements as fillers. One perceives that the fr ieze has been very 
carefully contri ved of fundamentally similar yet differently detailed 
elements to fit its c ircular space, and it rema ins to consider what may 
have moved the painter to create it. 

INTERIOR FRIEZES ARE KNOWN in O rientaliz ing and black·figure vase
painting as well as in red-figure. Examples have been collected by 
Schauenburg, who in studying them has gained some insight into the 
different principles of design of cup insides. s Apart from the most 
common decoration of a simple central tondo, interiors might be 
completely fi lled with a few monumental figures in a single scene, 
virtually disregarding the circular fie ld; or they might show a narrow 
frieze around the interior of the rim, like an envelope flap linking the 
exterior painting to the inside of the cup; or they might show severa l 
narrow or one broad zone, fac ing either the rim or the tondo, and 
fil ling the whole space inside the cup. In the last-mentioned scheme, 
the frieze was sometimes divided into quadrants, and at other times 
continuously designed. Most often , simple subjects were chosen, such 
as chases, processions or symposia, rather than complicated myth ic 
narrati ves. The earliest red-figure examples belong to the late Arc haic 
period, when the Kleophrades Painter produced a zoned cup pictur ing 
flee ing Nereids, the Triptolemos Painter executed a processional 
scene, and Douris chose as subjects chariot races and groups of youths 
and men. 6 

A radical departu re from these examples, and one which the 
Curtius Painter probably knew, is a grand and now famous cup from 
Spina by the master of his workshop, the Penthesileia Pai nter (Fig. 6).7 
The largest Athenian cup yet found, in diameter more than twice the 
size of the Curti us Painter's cup, it is ca refully painted inside w ith 
episodes from the Theseus legend in a zone around a very fi ne tondo of 
two youths with horses before an altar. There are fights from the Trojan 
cycle on the exterior, and the cup is richly detailed w ith floral borders. 
It is one of the finest works of the Penthesileia Painter; given its size, it 
must have been an especially commissioned show-piece rather than a 
serviceable drinking cup · Created fa irly earl y in the Penthes ileia 
Painter's career, the zone is far more elaborate in detai l and ambitious 
in concept than any of the known earlier examples of such internal 
decoration, and it is not directl y dependent upon any of them. Rather, 
it seems to have been put together from ideas inspired by the existing 
ceramic iconography of the Theseus legend, w ith no single source 
obviously dominant, together w ith some apparently original variations 
and additions' Although the influence of monumental painting can be 
strongly felt elsewhere in his work, in the monumental ity of his figures, 
and in his spatia l, coloristic and emotional effects, there seems to be 
little such influence in this frieze. 10 The episodes are crowded 
together, overlapping to express their continuity, as in depictions of the 
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6. Red-figured cup b}, 
the Penlhesifeia Painter. 
Photograph courtes}' of 
the Museo Archeofogico 
Naziollale, Ferrara. 

Theseus cycle on the exteriors of earlier red-figure cups. 11 Emphasis 
seems to be given to an unparalleled scene wh ich is painted directly 
above the ton do, showing Theseus, a bu ll and two elderly kings, and 
interpreted as Theseus lead ing the subdued Marathonian bull to the 
Acropolis for sacrifice, in the presence of Cecrops and Erechtheus. 12 

However, there is no compositional insistence upon this scene as the 
focal point, as in the Curti us Painter's boar hunt. Rather, all the 
episodes seem to radiale outwards from the central ton do. Presum
ably, the Penthesileia Pai nter executed other interior friezes as well, 
since it is unlikely that the on ly one he ever painted , and that so 
beautifully, has been preserved; moreover, some of his best work, such 
as his famous name-piece in Munich" depicting the death of 
Penthesileia in large sca le, attests to his general interest in devising 
schemes to decorate cup interiors. In any case, it is not surprising that 
of the more than twenty known red-figure cups with interior zones, as 
many as ten were produced in his workshop. 

The Curtius Painter was himself responsible for three of these-in 
addition to our hunt cup, there are preserved a fragmentary cup in 
Como,14 showing a revel of (probably) ei§ht sa tyrs and maenad" and 
another (unpublished) in the Villa Giulia' wi th a frieze of youths and 
horses . Four more zoned cups are attributed to another member of the 
workshop, the Painter of London E777: one in the Louvre'· depicting 
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the pursuit of Tithonos by Eos, two more with similar iconography in 
the Vi lla Ciu lia 17 and in Athens, 18 and a fourth in Ferrara 19 showing a 
symposium. Another Penthesileian cup in Ferrara with a symposium 
frieze has been attributed to the Painter of Bologna 4'7. 20 Sti ll another, 
also in the Villa Giulia2 1 and zoned with sa tyrs and maenads, is 
probably by the Vei i Painter. None of these is as iconographically 
complex as the Theseus frieze, and in fact Theseus does not seem to 
have aroused much further interest as a subject in the workshop. It is 
possible that the workshop became known for cups with internal 
zones, and that these sma ller and si mpler pieces were prepared to 
satisfy the demand. It would be delightful to suppose that each of these 
pieces reflects another masterly cup interior by the Penthesileia 
Painter, but unfortunately there is a simpler and more reasonable 
explanation. It is more likely that their sources are to be found in 
pictures normally utilized in the workshop for the exterior panels of 
cups, especially adapted to fit the ring-like interior space. 

This method of working can be clearly observed, for example, in 
one of the cups of the Painter of London E777, depicting Eos and 
Tithonos. 22 The design consists of six figures running around the 
tondo. Eos has interrupted a music lesson ; she pursues the young 
Tithonos, who is spot- lighted in his position directly atop the tondo 
picture, holding a lyre. The other figures, three more boys, one of 
whom also ca rries a lyre, and a pedagogue, are merely accessories. 
The figures do not touch and are evenly spaced from one another. 
They are connected compositionally by their outstretched arms, and 
emotionally by a subtle sense of alarm which fi lls the picture. As in the 
Curtius Painler's boar hunt, the action is most swift immediately 
around the central group, and then diminishes, coming to rest on the 
opposite side of the cup. The subject was one of the favorite mythic 
themes of the workshop, and it is not difficult to relate this frieze to its 
antecedents. For example, the Penthesileia Painter is credited with a 
cup in Vienna23 which shows the pursuit of Tithonos on both exterior 
panels. In one panel there are five crowded, overlapping figures-Eos, 
two boys wi th lyres, one of them Tithonos, a third boy and a 
pedagogue. It is virtua lly the same scene as that by the Painter of 
London E777, with some variation in poses, but in the interior zone it 
has been stretched out to fit the longer space, and another accessory 
figure has been added. The painter has compositionally adapted a 
scene with great care, but has not iconographically enriched it, as the 
master did in hi s Theseus cup. 

If we turn again to the Curtius Painter's work, the same procedure 
is evident. Hi s fragmentary satyr and maenad frieze in Com024 

preserves traces of six figures, but must originally have consisted of 
eight. The figures frolic around the tondo, apparently not touching and 
regularly spaced. Satyrs and maenads were also favored subjects in the 
workshop, and the frieze ca ll s to mind such scenes by the Penthesileia 
Painter, as on cups in Oxford2s and Boston ,26 which show four sa tyrs 
and maenads on each exterior panel. From eight figures moving 
around the exterior, to eight similar ones around an interior zone, there 
seems to be but a small step. -
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7. Red-figured cup by 
the Dokimasia Painter. 
Photograph courtesy of 
the National Museum, 
Copenhagen. 

WITH THE PRECEDING ANALYSIS IN MIND, it remains to be seen what may 
have been the spec ifi c iconographic source for the boar hunt on the 
Missouri cup. Boar hunts are well known In black-figure vase painting, 
both Attic and non-Attic, rangi ng in complexity from early multi 
figured depict ions of the Calydonian boar hunt to much simpler 
confrontations, in later black-figure, of a boar and one or two hunters, 
who often wear the chlamys protectively over the arm. 27 Judgi ng from 
the surv ivi ng record, ea rl y and late Archaic red-figure vase painters 
used the scene less often, drawing their iconographi c inspi ration from 
the later black-figure repertoire. There seems to be no specific 
reference to the Ca lydonian boar hunt, and deer hunts are treated 
simi larly. For example, to the Carpenter Pai nter is attri buted a hydria in 
the Vat ican,26 with a boar hunt on the shoulder, in wh ich a young 
swordsman-weari ng a petasos, his left arm muffled in his chlamys-and 
a wou nded boar rush towards one another. The Brygan group has left 
behind several boar hunts-a cup in Copen hagen by the Dokimasia 
Pa inter, 29 on the exteri or of which two familia r-looking hunters attack 
a boar fore and aft in a rock- and tree-filled landscape (Fig. 7), with a 
very simil ar deer hunt on the opposite panel; there are also fragments 
of a boar hunt skyphos in Adri a30 by the same painter, and a cup 
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7. Red-figured cup by 
the Dokimasia Painter , 
Photograph courtesy of 
the National Museum, 
Copenhagen. 

WITH THE PRECEDING ANALYSIS IN M IND, it remains to be seen what may 
have been the specific iconographic source for the boar hunt on the 
Missouri cup. Boar hunts are well known in black-figure vase painting, 
both Attic and non-Attic, ranging in complexity from early multi
figured depictions of the Calydon ian boar hunt to much simpler 
confrontations, in later black-figure, of a boar and one or two hunters 
who often wear the ch lamys protectively over the arm. 27 Judging fro~ 
the su rviving record , ea rly and late Archaic red-figure vase painters 
used the scene less often, drawing their iconographic inspiration from 
the later black-figure repertoire. There seems to be no specific 
reference to the Ca lydonian boar hunt, and deer hunts are treated 
simi larl y. For example, to the Carpenter Pai nter is attributed a hydria in 
the Vatican, ,. with a boar hunt on the shoulder, in which a young 
swordsman-wearing a petasos, his left arm muffled in his chlamy>-and 
a wounded boar rush towards one another. The Brygan group has left 
behind severa l boar hunts-a cup in Copenhagen by the Dokimasia 
Painter,29 on the exterior of which two familiar- looking hunters attack 
a boar fore and aft in a rock- and tree-fi lled landscape (Fig. 7), with a 
very similar deer hunt on the opposite panel; there are also fragments 
of a boar hunt skyphos in Adria JO by the same painter, and a cup 
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fragment in Adria31 in the manner of the Bri seis Painter with another 
rear attack. In a cup tondo by the Antiphon Painter in Baltimore,32 the 
wounded boar expires at the feet of a similarly clad youthful hunter. 
Later comes a stemless cup in the Louvre33 related to the Sotades 
Painter, showing on each side a young hunter attacking a boar with a 
club. In general, the later black-figure iconographic tradition seems to 
have maintained a strong hold in red-figure workshops. 

As might be expected, when something rea lly different appears, it 
is in the Penthesileia Painter's work, in the tondo of a cup in New 
York,34 in which iconography, spatial approach and coloristic effects 
are new (Fig. 8). Here the hunter is alone in a rocky landscape; 
however, he is not an aristocratic youth , but a wild and hirsute 
woodsman, with a satyr- like broad nose and heavy mouth and a great 
woolly fringe of beard . He attacks the boar, not in a derivative staged 
pose, but w ith real conviction , wielding both sword and club. He runs 
in three-quarter view in the spatial plane behind the boar, aiming both 
weapons at its head. The cup is a large one, and the tondo painting is 
one of the Penthesileia Painter's better works. In spite of the paucity of 
boar hunts in his oeuvre, he seems to have had more than a casua l 
interest in the subject, and repercussions of this interest may be seen in 
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8. Kylix attributed tn 
the Penthesileia Painter. 
PholO courtesy of the 
Metropolitan Museum 
of ArC Rogers Fund, 
1941. 



9. Red-figured dinos by 
Ihe Agrigcnfo Painfer. 
Pholo courfesy of fhe 
Na lional Archaeological 
Museum, Athens. 

two boar hunts by his associate, the Curtius Painter. One of them is on 
the cup in Missouri, and the second on the exterior of a cup formerl y in 
Castle Ashby.35 In addition, some influence may perhaps be seen 
outside the immediate circle of the workshop on a dinos in Athens 
(Fig. 9) painted by the Agrigento Painter. 36 

The last-mentioned piece is interesting because it seems to fuse 
the old with the new ways of painting the scene. The older red-fi ~ure 
trad ition , as seen in the Dokimasia Painter's cup (Fig. 7),3 is 
represented by the Agrigento Painter with the frontal and rear attacks 
on the boar by mainly youthful hunters clad in the petasos hanging 
behind the shoulders and the chlamys draped over the arm and hand, 
in a landscape indicated by a tree and rocks. Rem iniscent of the 
Penthesileia Painter'S hunt is the presence of another hunter who aims 
his weapon at the boar 's head from the plane behind, and still another 
hunter who is bearded (though he is not so wild and woolly). Different 
from both treatments is the fact that there are as many as six hunters, 
an elaboration not seen since the black-figure examples, that the 
weapon of the hunter behind the boar is a battle-axe,38 and that the 
boar is at the moment of depiction facing two hunters, one of whom 
wounds it at the snout with a thrust of his spear held low, while the 
other hunter, about to follow suit, aims his spear from above. In 
several respects , this rendition recall s the cup frieze in Missouri , apart 
from general resemblances in pose and costume. One may cite hunter 
2 on the Missouri cup, w ho also w ields a battle-axe; the moti f of two 
spearmen facing the boar, one striking from below, one from above, is 
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repeated on the Missouri cup in hunters 1 and 4; there is also at least 
one bearded man (hunter 4) confronting the boar. The principal 
difference lies in the composition of these similar elements. In the 
M issouri cup, they are strung out evenly in a single plane to fi ll the 
space inside the cup; thus hunter 2 is not spatially beh ind the boar, but 
runs some distance after, and simi larly, hunters 1 and 4 do not overlap. 
This, as we have seen, is the accustomed way of composing an interior 
zone in the Penthesileia Painter's workshop-adapting a scene used 
for exterior panels by detaching the figures from one another and 
spreading them out. 

The Curtius Painter himself executed a very simple boar hunt on 
both exterior panels of the cup formerl y in Castle Ashby mentioned 
above. 39 On one side, a single hunter, very like hunter 1 of the 
Missouri cup, spears the boar from below; on the other side is the rear 
view of virtually the same scene. The Castle Ashby cup seems to be a 
fai rl y early work of the Curtius Painter, if a hesitant quality in the 
painted line, a lack of skill in placing the figures between the handle 
palmettes, and an awkwardness in the rendering of anatomical 
proportions can be so interpreted;"O certainly it ought to be earlier than 
the Missouri cup. I would suggest that the output of the Penthesileia 
workshop origina lly included a more complex rendition of a boar hunt 
composed for cup exter ior panels, and that this served as the 
inspiration for the two surviving cups by the Curtius Painter. It would 
also seem that the iconographic influence spread outside the 
workshop itse lf to the Agrigento Painter; in this connection it may be 
sign ificant that the Agr igento Painter decorated stamnoi of the same 
type as the Painter of Brussels R330, who appears to have been a close 
associate of the Curti us Painter within the Penthesileia workshop." I A 
loose association of some sort between the Agrigento Painter and this 
workshop seems to be indicated. Kle iner has suggested that the 
Agrigento Pa inter's dinos is the first sign of influence, ca. 450 B.C., of a 
monumental Polygnotan painting of the Calydonian boar hunt, citing 
in the dinos the new iconographic and spatial elements mentioned 
above. 42 In the light of the Curti us Painter's zoned cup, I would now 
suggest that if such a monumental painting existed and if vase painters 
felt its influence, the most likely receptor wou ld have been neither the 
Curti us Painter nor the Agrigento Painter-but a few years earlier the 
Penthesi leia Painter himself, whose interest in free painting is clear in 
much of his work.43 The conclusive evidence of a surviving 
multi-figured boar hunt by the Penthes i leia Painter does not, to my 
knowledge, ex ist, but the signs seem to point in his direction. It is 
interesting that the next known user of the new boa r hunt iconography 
in the 4305 is the Kodros Painter, who also happens to be one of the 
very few painters of hi s period to execute interior l ones in cups . " 4 

When he does, he represents the deeds of Theseus, 0!5 which seems to 
point once agai n to the ultimate inspiration of the Penthesileia Painter. 

GLORIA S. MERKER 
Rutgers University-Newark 
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II am very grateful to Prof. M . Robertson for valuable comments on the manuscript of 

this article. The cup is Ace. No. 66.2, attributed to the Curtius Painter by J. O. Beazley, 

Paralipomena, p. 432, no. 66 bis. The cup has previously been noted in Cal. SOllleby 

(29 Nov. 1965) 56; fasti Arehaeologiei 21 (1966) 15, no. 171 ; Muse 1 (1 967) 5·6; f. 

Brommer, Vasenlisten ZUf griechischen Heldensage, 3rd ed. (Marburg 1973) 314, no. 

B12; Corpus Vasorum Anliquorum, Greal Brilaill 15 Caslle Ashby, 23, no. 59. 

Dimensions: h, 8.5 em.; d rim, 23 em.; d tondo, inel. border, 10.2 em. One handle 

and part of rim broken off and mended in antiquity; four pairs of mending holes wi th 

grooves are preserved, but the lead mends are missi ng; there are also modern mended 

breaks. A triangular fragment is missing from the rim; there is slight chipping around 

the rim and on the surface. On the exterior. the paint is badl y worn on the figures. 

Good black paint; in dilute paint-boar's bristle and tail hairs, ribs of boar and 

hounds. Reserved areas-insides of handles and area between, edge of foot. stem 

interior, underside o( (oot but for .8 em. wide painted stripe near edge; traces of ochre 

wash over reserved areas of handles. Relief line for drapery and shield details. ~me 

anatomical detail. Upper su rface of foot has one step near mid·point; torus profile of 

edge of foot (Figs. I , 2). The tail of the dog following the boar was originally outlined 

to curve upwards. but wa s then painted over and redrawn . 

2lnv. no. R348a, J. O. Beazley, Allic Red- Figure Vase'Pdinrers, 2nd ed. (Oxford 1963), 

932, no. 12, eVA Belgique 1, Bruxelfes " 11 1 1 d. p. I , pI. 2. no. 2 a·d. Very close in 

figure poses, drapery sty le, handle palmeltes and filling elements. Note especially the 

repetition of a small manneri sm in the rendering of the drapery-the mantle border at 

elbow level is rendered by a thick horizontal line of three scallops terminating in a 

reversed hook, in the Missouri cup in the right·hand figure of side A. and in the 

right-hand figure of the Brussels cup tondo. op. Ci t. , pI. 2, no. 2b. 

·l trW. no. 20780. ARV1
, 932, no. 16, Monument; An/;chi 42 (1955) 274, figs. 35 A·B; 

inv. no. 20767, ARV' , 934, no. 63, MonAn! 42 (1955) 262, figs. 29 A-B. Both are 

larger Ihan the Missouri cup, somewhat marc carefully painted and have four figures 

to a side, but are similar in figure poses, drapery and handle palmettes, especially no. 

20767. For the youth muffled to his eyes, cf. ibid ., fig. 29 B, second figure from Ihe 

left. 
4As also happens in the tondo of the Brussels cup. among olhers, op. cit. (note 21. pI. 2. 

no.2b. 
"K_ Schauenburg, "Zu allisch-schwarzfigurigen $chalen mit Innenfriesen,"Anlike 

Kunsl, Beiheft7 (1970) 33-46. To th is may now be added J. Boardman. "A Curious Eye 

Cup," Archaologischer Anzeiger 91 (1976) 28 1-290, and his further examples cited 

on p. 289, note 29. Schauenburg also began to collect published examples of interior 

friezes in red·figure, op. ci 1. , p. 36, notes 44·45. Others are; ARVi. 559. no. 153; 

741, bottom; 801 , no. 25; B09, no. 17; R. Blatter, "Unbekannte Schalenfragmentemit 

Theseus Zyklus." AA 90 (1975) 35 1-355; a fragmentary cup in Como, inv. no. (41, 

CVA Ila/i.1 47, Como J, III I , p . 4, pI. 4. no. 2 a·b. Thi s piece has been assigned to Ihe 

Curt ius Painler by O. von Bolhmer, rev. CVA Como, American Journal of Archaeology 

76 (1972) 339. 
" Kleophrades Painter· ARV1

, 192, no. 106; Triptolemos Painter _ ARVi, 365, no. 61; 

Douris - ARV", 429, nos. 21-22; 434, nos. 78-79. 

7 ARVi, 882, no. 35; i'a ralipomena, 428. The best photographs are in N. Alfieri, et al.. 

Spina, (Florence 1958) p is. 28-3 1. 

fiT B. L. Webster, Polter and Patron in Classical Alhens (london 1972) 79·80. 

')On Theseus iconography, Brommer, op. ci t. (note 1), 210-258; idem, "Theseus· 

Deutungen," AA 94 (1979) 487-51 1; K. Schefold, Goiter· und He/demagen der 

Criechcn in der spatarchaischen KUllst, (Munich 1978) 150- 168, all with further 

references. On the Theseus iconography of the Spina cup in particular. see N. Alfieri, 

"Grande kylix del Pittore di Pentesi lea con cicio Teseico," Rivisla del R. Isli/ulo 

d'Archo%gia e Sloria del/'Arle 8 (1959) 59- 110. 

lOOn the Penthesileia Painter and monumental painting, M . Robertson, Greek Painting 

(Geneva 1959) 11 7· 121 ; idem. A History of Creek Art, (Cambridge 1975) Vol. 1. 263. 

with further references in Vol. II , 662. note 184. 

II Brommer, VasenliS lcn (nole I), 211-2 12. 
IlAlfieri, op. cit. (note 9), 68-72. 

' i inv. no. 2688, ARV"', 879, no. I ; Para/ipomena, 428. 
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14See note S. 
ISlnv. no. 27339, ARV1 , 934, no . 66. 

" G ' lnv. oo. 624, ARV , 940, no. 7; Schauenburg, op. cit. (nole 5) 36-37, pI. 19, I. 
17lnv. no. 5350, ARV2. 940, no. 6. 
U1Agora P 10206, ARV1, 940, no. B. 
191nv. no. T.145 BV?, ARVJ , 940, no. 22 . 
2°lov. no. T.401 CVp, ARV1, 912 , no. 88. 
21 111V. no. 50436, ARV", 907, flU. 1. 
12See note 16. 
B lnv. no. 3700, ARV", 882 , no . 42. 
HSee nole 5. 
25 Z lnv. no . 1920.57, ARV , 883, no. 62 ; Paralipomena. 428. 
2610v. no. 13.84, ARV1, 883, no. 61. 
27 A. Schnapp, " Images et programme: les figurat ions archaiques de la chasse au 

sa nglier," Revue arche%gique (1979) 195-218; Brommer, op. cit. (note I) 310-315; 
F. S. Kleiner, "The Ca lydonian Hunt : A Reconstruction of a Painting from the Circle of 
Poly§"oloS," AntK 15 (1972 ) 7-19. 

26ARV, 179, no. 3; A/A 85 (1981) 146, pI. 29, fig.A3. 
291nv. no. 6327, ARV.l, 413, no. 16. 
JOlnv nos. B71, B609, B93, ARV.l, 414, no. 33. 
l' lnv. no. 6590, ARV2 , 41 1, no. (ii ) 3. 
H lnv. no. 48.2115, ARV.l, 336, no. 16; J. Boardman, Athenian Red Figure Vases: Tile 

Archaic Period (london 1975) fig. 240. 
JJ lnv. no. G637, ARVz 770, no. 5. Other boar hunts: ARV1

, 325, no. 73 bis; 764, no. 9; 
776, nos. 1-2. 

l~ lnv. no. 41.162.9, ARV2 , 882, no. 39. 
lSCVA Creat Britain 15, Cas!ie Ashby, 23, no. 59, pI. 37; attribution by M. Robertson. 
J"lnv. no. 1489, A RV1 , 577, no. 52; Kleiner, op. cit. (note 27) 9-10, pI. 2. 
J7See note 29. 
J8See O. von Bothmer, "An Attic Slack-figured Dinos," Bulletin of the Museum of Fine 

Arts, Boston 46 (1948) 47-48 , on the identification of the figure with the axe; M. 
Robertson , History (note 10) 454. 

3?See note 35. 
"etrhese qualities of line and figure drawing are reminiscent of the tondo of one of 

his cups in the Villa Giuria, ARV' , 931, no. 2. 
4' S. Philippaki , The Allie Sfamnos (Oxford 1967) 75-77, pI. 48. 
~20p. cit. (note 27) 9 . 
4)Although rela tively poor execution in a vase painting does not necessa rily 

preclude direct inspiration from monumental art. 
44Kleiner, op. cit. (note 27) 10. 
450n a cup in the Briti sh Museum, inv. no. E84. ARV', 1269. no. 4; E. Hudeczek, 

" The seus und die Tyrannenm6rder," /ahreshefre des 6sterreichischen 
archaologischcn Ins(ituts 50 (1972-1975) 134, fig. 1. Another cup al Harrow 
on the Hill, inv. no. 52, was once associated by Seazley with the Kodros and 
Phiale Painters, then disassociated from both, ARV', 660; it does not appear in 
ARV! or P<lr<llipomena. It has been mentioned again in connection with a new 
cup fragment wi th a Theseus-cycle zone, perhaps by the Kooros Painter; see 
Slatter, op. cit. (note 5) 355, nole 16. 
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Carolyn Bening 
Cindy Benner 
Alma A. Bennett 
Mr. and Mrs. RolX!rt Il . Ilenson 
Mrs. Franklin Bent 
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Bent 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. 8I..'fgCi" and laura 
Sherr J. Berlinl'f 
Walter Berry 
S,lmucl E. BiShol) 
lindsey Black 
Rclx~ca Blanchard 
L.-.wa Blanton 
David Bogler 
M.lfk Bogue 
Sharon Bondr.-. 
Mary T. Bosch 
(rnt.'St K. Boughton. Jr . 
K.lfen Bourgeois 
Maf!iha Bower 
Mr. and Mrs. Georgc V. Boyle 
Mrs. PaulO. Boyle 
Susan C. Boylc 
Ueanor Shaheen Braddock 
Dr. .md Mrs. Paul Bralstl'f.l 
1e.1Il Brand 
N30flli Braselton 
Sheryl Breildman 
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Maureen Brt.'CSC 
Profe5sor and Mrs. Harold F. Breirnyer 
Joel Brereton 
Jeaneice Brewer 
J. E. Tab Brodsky 
Beth Brown 
Betty E. Brown 
Cynthia Brown 
Dana F. (Sally) Brown 
Barbara A. Bruemmer 
Robert M. Brugger 
Mr. and Mrs. Jame5 R. Buchholz 
Dr. and Mrs. J. Fletcher Burge 
Roben D. Burns 
David l. Butler 
Mr. and Mrs. loran A. Butler 
ML and Mrs. D. R. Butterfield 
Vi rginia Bzdck 
Diane Ca ldwell 
Cilthy Callaway 
Dr. and Mrs. Benedict J. CampbeJJ 
Mrs . Viola Campbell 
Katharine C. Candee 
Anne. J.P., Powell and Chris Carmiln 
Doris Carpenter 
Annabelle Carr 
Barbara and Doug Carr 
Jean Costen Carr 
Dr. and Mrs. A. A. Case 
John Chadwick 
Sarah Chamberlin 
Dorothy Chappell 
Mildred I. Chisholm 
Clare Christopher 
Vivian C. Clark 
Jessie A. Cline 
Carolyn Collings 
Fred Cone Family 
Thomas Cooke 
Albert Cooper 
Averil S. Cooper 
Mrs. J. C. Cope 
leslie Cornell 
Maura F. Cornman 
Ann and Joe Coving!On 
David and Joanne Cowan 
Bill Cowgill 
Phyllis Cree 
Shelly Croteau 
Ot ... borah Crowe 
Robert H. Crowe 
Dr. and Mrs. T. Z. Csaky 
Dr. and Mrs. Noblc E. Cunningham. Jr . 
James M. Curtis 
Mr. and Mrs. D.lniel D.l iglc 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Daniel 
Dr. and Mrs. David Davis 
Ka thy Davis 
Susan E. Gra'fl DilYis 
Shelly Gay Dedmon 
R.lette Delancy 
Dr. and Mrs. William Dellande 
Albert and Alice Delmcr. 
Dr. and Mrs. lanll's C. Ocnninghoff 
Roger and Carolyn deRoos 
Joyce Dickey 
Professor and Mrs. It.'On T. Dickinson 
ChrISty Diehl 
Julie Di PierdOfllcnico 

Dorothy A. Oivilbiss 
Annice Donavan 
Helen M. Downing 
Mary Alice Doyle 
Pamela A. Draper 
Carl D. Drewel 
E. and V. H . Dropkin 
Dr. i1nd Mrs. Donald P. DUflCall 
Mr .• lnd Mrs. Willard Eckhardt 
Alice Edwards 
Mrs. N. W . Edw,nds 
George Ehrlich 
Steve Eidson 
Michael Eller 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley ElfI"IO«' 
Mrs. H. H. Elw{:l1 
Mary Engel 
Dr. imd Mrs. Joseph A. Engclm~1l 
Vicky Epperson 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Epple 
Mrs. Norman erd 
Phyllis Erhart 
Barbara Esterly 
Mr. and Mrs. Alex D. Estes 
Julie Esther 
Virginia Etheridge 
Kathryn D. Evans 
Katrina Everhilft 
Diane Everman 
Dr. and Mrs. W . H. Eyestone 
Dec Abadie Fabac hcr 
Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Fales 
Alyssa MafiC Fallert 
Susan Fann 
Dr. and Mrs. Mehdi Farhangi 
Ron Farmer 
Corinne Farrell 
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Faulkner 
Mr. and Mrs. M.lrtln l. Faust 
Arthur Feldman 
Moncia Fcwcll 
Dr. and Mrs. Marlon FiekJs 
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Fischt'f 
Dean and Mrs. Roy M. Fishes
Georgia Fitzgerald 
Anna Fitzwater 
Mrs. M. O. W. Folk 
Heather Foote 
Jean Forre5tCf 
Jeanie Franc is 
Jerry i1nd Suzy Enns Frechenlt' 
Mary louise FrllZ 
Sally N. Froese 
Professor and Mrs. How.ud W. Fulwclll.'f 
D~wn and Joseph Garhch 
Drs. Richard and Beverly Celwick 
Dr. and Mrs. Melvrn D. George 
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Gibbons 
Mary Estes Gibbs 
T{'rry Giboney 
M<lrk and M,lfJOfIC Gibson 
Elizabeth H. Gill 
Jane Gillespie 
Newell S. Gingrich 
Noel P. Gist 
Stephen C. Glover 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert N. Goodman 
Nancy Gore 
Sharon Gore 



Madeleine K. Grapes 
Mr. and M~. Harold 1\. Graver 
Mrs. J. E. Graves 
leanne Graznak 
lames A. Greenspon 
Ann E. Guell 
Mr. and M~. James Gulacsik 
linda M. Gurka 
M~. Landon H. Gurnee 
Anne Guyer 
Richard Hagelbcrger 
VirginiJ HJgemJnn 
Kathryn, MichJCI and Matthew HaggJns 
Dee and Pete!" M. Hall 
Alma Hammer 
Marie Hannil 
Sheila Hannah 
Christine Hansen 
J. Frederic Hanson 
linda Harlan 
Mr. and M~. Bruce Harper 
J~ and Janet Harrington 
Marilynn J. Harris 
Professot and M~. Mark P. Harris 
M~. Ma~hall M. Harris 
Helen K. Hamson 
Phil HJrrison 
Dr. ilnd Mrs. Robert HJrth 
RonJ HJrth 
Glen D. Hartley 
lola M. Hilwkins 
M~. Frank Heck 
PJufine D. Heinbcrg 
Mr. and M~. Timothy J. Heinsz 
Keith Heligman 
Mary Alice Ht!lik~ol1 
Professor and Mrs. Richard Helmick 
Professor and Mrs. Delbert D. Hemphill 
Paul and Ruth Hemphill 
Mrs. S. F. Hendricks 
Professor and Mrs. Gary L. Hennigh 
Karen L Henricks 
Peter M. Herborn 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hilderbrand 
J. lee Hill , Ir. 
Jilmes Hinkel 
Professor Jnd Mrs. Haskell Hinnant 
Mrs. John Hinton 
Joseph Hirt 
John Hobbs 
Mary Hobbs 
John l. Hodges 
Mrs. RJymond l. Hodges 
Warren M. Hollrah 
Professor and Mrs. Louis V. Holroyd 
Mr. and Mrs. David Horner 
Mary Ellen Horton 
Margaret arKI John Howie 
Pfoie!>SOr and Mrs. Justin C. Huang 
John S. Huffsto\ 
1Jof00hy B. Hunt 
Beth Hunter 
Pat Hutchinson 
CJf()1 C. Inge 
Anne Ishmael 
~. Hursl John 
Barbilra l. Johnson 
Mrs. Allen W. Jones and Family 
Odniel Jordan 

Roger L. Jungml.>yer 
Kathleen Kaiser 
larry A. Kantner 
Matthew J. Karl 
C. Bud Kaufmann 
Elizabeth L. Kennedy 
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Kennedy 
Mary F. Kenney 
Kalen Kiechle 
Mr. and Mrs. John G. King 
Paul and Jean King 
Treva Kintner 
Kay Frances Kizer 
Sarah Kline 
Renee Klish 
Piltricia Klobe 
Lois Knowles/Beulah McFarland 
Mary Frances Kot 
SUSJn Krause 
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Krauskopf 
Aaron and Nikki Krawitz 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Kren 
Doris R. Kriz 
Tom .100 10 Ladwig 
JiIIlaHuc 
Donald M. Lance 
David Landeck 
Cindy Landwehr 
David C. and Linda Lane 
Professor and Mrs. Eugene N. Lane 
Elizabeth Anne Lang 
C. J. larkin 
MIS. Russell Larson 
Milton lasoski 
Trace laux 
Marcia lawler 
Hcllmut Lehmann-Haupt 
Pamela M;uy Lenck 
Kathy lentz 
Aim&! and Heinrich Leonhard 
Anne Lester 
David A. LC!Uthold Family 
Larry and Kay libbos 
Professor and Mrs. ' William H. Lichte 
Linnea Lilja 
SUSJn Ire ne Lindaman 
Charline Lindsay 
Kathryn lingo 
Fred linn 
Betty J. Littleton 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. linrell and Will 
M~. Waldo lintell 
M~. John T. Logul' 
Mrs. J. H. Longwell 
Allyn lord 
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Lower 
Earl and Anita lubcnsky 
Christopher J. Lucas 
Dr. and Mrs. L. W. Lucas 
Mr. and Mrs. William C. lucas 
Mr. aoo Mrs. Paul lutz 
linda K. lyle 
Mary Lyon 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey C. Mccalro 
DJvid L. McCarroll 
Jean Ann McCartney 
Sybil McClary 
Mr. and Mrs. Ray C. McClure 
Kathie MCCoy 

John MCCrory, Jr. 
Marcella MacDermon 
Mrs. W. V. MacDonald 
Leonne McKee 
Leslie Alan t.--IcKennon 
Laure A. McKinnon 
Dean and Mrs. J. Wendell McKinsey 
Kristan McKinsey 
Mr. and Mrs. Roy McMullan 
Maryellen Harshbarger McVicker 
Mary Manderioo 
Ma'g;Jrel Mandeville 
Dr. ' and Mrs. C. Edmund Marshall 
ChriSline Marshall/David RL'CS 
Howard W. Marshall 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Marshall 
Mrs. R. J. MartIn 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Manhews 
Neal A. Manicks 
Frances Maup;n 
Amy L. Mechlin 
Joon S. Meisner 
Rebccc .. Mersereau 
Toni MessinaiRich Tiemeyer 
Keith Metzner 
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Meyer 
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Mier 
Ken Milier 
Kevin M. Miller 
Robert Y. Miller 
Stanley Miller 
Thomas M. Milner 
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew C. Minor 
Galia M. MlOor 
Professor and Mrs. F. W. Mitchel 
Bonner M,lchell 
Clol ilde M. Moller 
Tracy Monlminy 
B. Alisha Moore 
Richard A. and SusIe G. Moore 
Louise Morg.ln 
Wilna and Leslie fv\organ 
Marth .. Mosby 
Ezio A. Moscatelli 
Martha and Earle Moss 
Clara Louise Mycrs 
Dr. and Mrs. Murari Nagar 
Professor and Mrs. Charles G. Naue,t, Jf. 
Peter G . Neenan 
Virginia M. Newland 
Charlene Nickolaus 
Mr. Jnd Mrs. Donald H. Niewald 
Belly l. Nixon 
Dr. and Mrs. Karl O. Nolph and Family 
Virgin;J Norris 
Dixie Norwood 
Mrs. John M. Nowell 
EliOOf R. Nugent 
Dr. and Mrs. Wilkes O'Brien and Family 
Cynthia Oehler 
Dr. and Mrs. AI Ot.-streich 
Kristin K. Offull 
James R. Ogle, Jr . 
Alice O'Leary 
Frances O'Neal 
Mary K. and Patrick O'Reilly 
Astrid R. Orey 
Dr. and Mrs. Osmund Overby 
Elise Overholser 
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Gemma Pdg<!' 
Marie P.llva 
Ef vl K. Palo 
Amy Panek 
Bn,1Il John Pape 
Cath<"tille Neale P.1fke 
Dr . • lnd Mrs. Brent M . Parker 
SlmOlll' R. P.nks 
Geneva Parmley 
Iby <Inri Sarah Pamas 
Beny C. Pate 
Professor and Mrs. Dale p.lltlck 
Mr. ;md Mrs. Donald C. Patterson 
Joye Patlerson 
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Peak 
Dr. and Mrs. Raymond E. Peck 
Mr. and Mrs. William Peden 
Dr. and Mrs. Carlos Perez-Mesa 
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald Perkoff 
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Perryman 
Professor and Mrs. Edward E. Picken 
Gloria l. Pierce 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Pike 
Marjorie J. Pinkerton 
T. Lew ,1nd Mary Lou Pilchford 
William H. Pittman 
Profes!;Or and Mrs. J. M. Poehlman 
M. G. and G. B. Porter 
C.lml Porteous 
Ferol Palter 
Mary Frances Potier 
Ruby I'otter 
Wilham Jay Powell 
Randel Miles Pnce 
Martha PrOCWr 
,.llle S. Putnam 
Tom and Paula QUirk 
Professor and Mrs. Norm.ln Rab,ohn 
Glorl.l Ragan 
Frederick J. Raithci 
Jill Raitt 
Johva Ramos 
Mary louise Ramsey 
Mrs. John W. Randolph 
Mr. <l nd Mrs. Harvey Rathert 
Mr. and Mrs. DaVid Rawlings 
Alden Redfield 
Nancy B. Reed 
Alice Anna Reese 
lim Rehard 
Janice Reynolds 
Mrs. V . James Rhodes 
Nancy Richards 
H<1friett Rimmer 
Jeri J. Ripley 
Joann Rilter 
Christine Roberts 
Narn:;y Nell Roberts 
Roy and Barbara Robinson 
MI~ . Bulo RuUKCI ~ 
Helen J. Roehlke 
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Rogers 
Kate E. Rogers 
Mary Rogers 
Dr. and Mrs. M. J. Roscnholll 
Mr. ' and Mrs. R. J. Rosier 
Dr. and Mrs. Gilbert Ross, Jr. 
Kay M. Rother 
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Betty C. Rottmann 
professor and Mrs. lawrence Rugolo 
Mary Ruoff 
Garland Russell 
Kyle Russell 
Guy and Jan Sanders 
Patricia Sander5 
Helen Sal>!) and Fami ly 
Eve Saunders 
Judy Sawyer 
Dons G. Saxon 
Holly Lee Schanz 
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Schilpcrkoller 
lune P. Schlotter 
Schneeberger Family 
Mrs. Walter Scholes 
Professor and Mrs. Adolf E. Schroeder 
Drs. Ann Kier-Schrocder and 

Friedheim Schroeder 
Bernice Schroeder 
Guy, Marian and Mark Schupp 
Florence R. Scorah 
Silndra Davidson Scott 
Marie Scruggs 
Norma D. Servi 
Debra and Kurt Shaw 
Chris tine Shearer 
Mary Shearer 
M. Chris SheHan 
Dr. and Mrs. Louis Sherman 
Mr. and Mrs. James Shirky 
Bridgett E. Shirley 
Tammy Sick.ll 
Margaret H. Sigler 
Dr. and Mrs RohPrt G. Silvers 
Virginia Sinclai r 
Mrs. M. M. Slaughter 
Or. and Mrs. I. Ned Smith, It. 
Mrs. l eeon Smith 
LouAnne Smith 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen B. Smith 
Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Smith 
Debbie Snyder 
lee Soltow 
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Sarin 
Mrs. Carey T. Southall 
David Spencer 
Dr. and Mrs. Milo Spurgeon 
GladY'> A. Stankowski 
Conrad and Gertrude Stawski 
Nina Stawski 
Alan Steinberg 
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Steinberg 
Robert and N,lncy stc nmiln 
Professor and Mrs. William Stephemon 
David K. Stevens 
Emma K. Stockard 
Ruth E. Stone 
Dr. and Mrs. H. Todd Stradford 
Kwang Hl'e Slrelff 
Bob Strickler 
Susan Sullivan 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sunkel 
Mary Elizabeth surgi 
Pe nelope Taylor 
P. J. Teer 
Richard and jeannel1e Thompson 
lois M. Thorburn 

Janet Houghton Thornton 
Herbert K. Tillcma and Family 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack D. Timmons 
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Tomlin 
ShJron Topel 
Linda K. Trogdon 
William D. Ttumbower Family 
Terry Ann Turner 
Nancy H. Twaddell 
Loctil Tyree 
Barbara S. Uehling 
Ernest M. Urech 
Anne Sophie Urne 
W. R. Utz 
Constance M. Vago 
Eric van Hartcsveldt 
Alma Vaughan 
Jeannelle Viele 
John Vil>ssman 
Margaret Virkkuncn 
Andrew Vordcr Bruegge 
Carla Waal 
Jeanne Wait 
Ang€la Marid Willker 
Professor and Mrs. Paul Wallace 
laura Walters 
Dorothy M. Walton 
luverne Wallon 
KaSt.!y Ward 
Vinci l P. Warren 
Mrs. Ralph K. Wiltkins 
Professor and Mrs. Richard A. Watson 
Sarah Weems 
Beverly Z. Welber 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilrren Welliver 
iiarriet H. Werley 
Professor and Mrs. Samuel A. WCI1lef 
Bill ilOO Milrian West 
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Westbrook 
Mr. ilnd Mrs. K. G. Westenhaver 
Dale Whitman 
Dr. and Mrs. K. B. Whitworth, Jr . 
JOdn Wibbenmeyer 
P.ltrick Wickern 
Sue Widdowson 
)dfrey B. Wilcox 
James and Shirle Wilkerson 
RoIx!rt R. Willard 
M. Sue Williams 
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Wilson 
Mr. and Mrs. David Wilson 
Elizabeth A. Windisch 
John H . Windsor, Ir. 
Genevieve and Gavin Winship 
Dr. ilnd Mrs. Arthur Will 
Jeanne Wixom 
William Wolf 
Virginia K. Wonneman 
Dr. ilnd Mrs. Calvin Woodruff 
Professor and Mr). wdht:, Wosilail 
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Wright and Beth 
Maric Wright 
Professor and Mrs. A. F. Yandcrs 
Barbara Zatzm<ln 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph l. Zemmer 



volunteer committees in the museum, 1982 

President of Museum Associates 
UNDA (UPP 

Docent Committee 
LUANN ANDREWS, 10 Sept. 1 
DAVID BUTlER, vice-chairman 
MARNIE MANDEVILLE, after May 1 
FRANCES MAUPIN, 10 Sept. 1 
PAULA QUIRK, to Sept. I 
BARBARA ROBI NSON, after Sept. 1 
J[ANNETTE THOMPSON, chairman 
ELIZABETH WINDISCH 

Docents 
TONY A(CURSO 
lUANN ANDREWS 
LAURA BLANTON 
ANNE BRAISTED 
RACHEL BREIMEYER 
BARBARA CARR 
SHELLY CROTEAU 
SHEllY DEDMON 
RAETIE DELANEY 
JEAN FRANCIS 
FLORENE FRATCHER, 

on leave 
ANN GOWANS 
ALMA HAMMER 
MARILYNN HARRIS 
KAY HUNVAlO, on leave 
JO LADWIG, on leave 
CAROL LANE 
MARNIE MANDEVillE 
FRANCES MAUPIN 
MARGARET MIER 
KEN MILLER 
ANDREW NASH 
LORNA NASH 
CHARLENE NICKOLAUS 
JOVOLDHAM 
GLADYS PIHLBLAD 
PAULA QUIRK 
BARBARA ROBINSON 
JUDY SAWYER 
NORMA SERVI 
LOLA SOUTHALL, 

on leave 
JEll NETTE THOMPSON 
LINDA TROGDON 
MARIAN WEST 
SHIRLE WILKERSON 
flIZABETH WINDISCH 
MARIE WRIGHT 

Museum Shop Committee 
MARY CAMPBELL 
MERCEIN DUNCAN 
ALICE DELLANDE 
fLORENE fRATCHER. 

manager 
ALBERTA LUTZ 
CYNTHIA OEHLER 
CAROLINE PEARMAN 

Shop Volunteers 
KAREN BOURGEOIS 
MARY CAMPBELL 
BARBARA CARR 
NOLA DANIEL 
ALICE DELLANDE 
MERCEIN DUNCA 
VIRGINIA ETHERIDGE 
BETIY EYESTONE 
lANE GILLESPIE 
PHOEBE GOODMAN 
RUTH GRAVES 
PAULINE H EINBERG 
HELENE HOLROYD 
KATHLEEN KAISER 
SARAH KLINE 
ALBERTA LUTZ 
lINOA LYlE 
KAY MADHEWS 
DOROTH Y MULLETT 
BETIV N IXON 
CYNTHIA OEH LER 
SARAH PARNAS 
CAROLINE PEARMAN 
BETIY PROCTOR 
KITIV ROGERS 
H ELEN SAPP 
BERNICE SCHROEDER 
fLORENCE SCORAH 
JEAN SMITH 
RUTH STONE 
KASEY WARD 
ElIZABETH WORREll 
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Educa tion Committee 
LUANN ANDREWS, 

chairman 
ANNE BRAISTED 
DAVID BUTLER 
SALLY FROESE 
LARRY KANTNER 
ALBERT LEONARD. JR. 
BErry PROCTOR 
PAULA QUIRK 
DAVID SOREN, 

film committee 
chaillTlan 

VERA TOWNSEND 
ElIZABETH WINDISCH 

Membel"5hip Committee 
WILLIAM BONDESON. 

chaillTlan 
JUDY CULLEY 
LINDA CUPP 
lEANNE EPPLE 
ANNA MARGARET 

fiELDS 
BOB GARRETI 
fLORENCE GUHLEMAN 
JIMMY HOURIGAN 
DOUGLAS LESTER 
GWIL YM S. LODWICK 
CHRISTOPHER LUCAS 
MARYELLEN McVICKER 
OSMUND OVERBY 
HAZEL RIBACK 
BETIY ROBINS 
DEE STEPHENS 

Social Committee 
JUDY CULLEY, 

chainnan to Sept. 20 
KRISTEN JOHNSON. 

chairman after Sept. 20 
JACKIE LENOX 
SARAH RIDDICK 

Travel Committee 
DEE STEPHENS, 

chairman 
RUTH WITT 



staff of the museum 

RICHARD BAUMANN 
Curator of Renai ssance and Modern Art 

JANE C. BIERS 
Curator of Ancient Art 

DAVID L. BUTLER 
Coordinator of Education/Regi strar 

MAURA F. CORNMAN 
Conservator 

ANNA MARGARET FIELDS 
Senior Secretary 

JOHN HUFFSTOT 
Assistant Curator/Graphics Designer 

OSMUND OVERBY 
Director 

GLADYS D. WEINBERG 
Research Fellow 

SAUL S. WEINBERG 
Director Emeri tus 

JEFFREY B. WILCOX 
Associa te Curator of Exh ibits 

ELIZABETH WINDISCH 
Secretary/Coord inator of Tours 

RUTH E. WITT 
Assist,tnt Director 

Museum Assistants (1982) Advisory Comm ittee 

JANE ALLISON 
KATHY EVANS 
DIANE EVERMAN 
LORI ILIFF 
LISA KAHN 
VICKI LEE KOl TS 
REBECCA MERSEREAU 
BRIANA MIRIANI 
DAN PROVO 
JOAN STRUTZ 
PATI 10 lEER 
CINDY WAYNE 
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EDZARD BAUMANN 
WILLIAM R. BIERS 
PATRiCiA CROWN 
LINDA CUPP 
KAREN HENRICHS 
OTIS JACKSON, ex-officio 
NORMAN LAND 
ALBERT LEONARD, JR. 
CHRISTOPH ER LUCAS 
OSMUND OVERBY, ex-officio 
LOIS PAU LEY, ex-officio 
KATHLEEN SLANE 
FRANK STACK 
HOMER L. THOMAS 
VERA B. TOWNSEND 
SAUL S. WEINBERG 
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